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ABSTRACT
Chronic wasting disease (CWD) is a fatal prion disease of cervids that
continues to spread into new regions of Canada despite containment efforts. I
examine the importance of landscape connectivity using circuit theory and
source/sink habitats that are based on selection, survival and reproduction in order
to assess CWD spread risk among deer in Alberta, Canada. I found for hunterharvested deer that the likelihood of being CWD-positive was higher for mule
deer than white-tailed deer and for deer in habitat associated with river drainages
and areas more connected to previously detected CWD-positive deer. Source
habitats differed between the two species primarily due to differences in habitat
selection, with consequences for reproduction and hunting mortality in mule deer
and natural mortality in white-tailed deer. My results will help wildlife managers
prioritize areas for CWD monitoring and control, as well as contribute to the
development of future spatially explicit disease spread models.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Wildlife diseases impact economies, human health and biodiversity. As a
result it is important to understand disease processes in order to implement
effective control and mitigation strategies (Thirgood 2009). Examining spatial
disease patterns is an important first step to understanding disease dynamics
because it relates the environment to host, vector and pathogen distribution, which
determines the spatial variation in disease risk and occurrence (Ostfeld et al.
2005). From a management perspective relating disease occurrence to
environmental factors has been used to prioritize areas for control or conservation.
For example, Gahl & Calhoun (2008) modeled the occurrence of Ranavirus, a
fatal amphibian infection, as a function of wetland proximity to other infected
wetlands and catchment position. They found that infection risk increased with
catchment height and prioritized these areas for control efforts. Once a better
understanding of the underlying disease process is known, spatially explicit
models can be used to test different control and management strategies prior to
implementation (Gewin 2004; Lange et al. 2012). For example, Smith &
Wilkinson (2003) used a spatial stochastic simulation model of rabies in a red fox
population to test the effectiveness of culling versus fertility control and
vaccination at disease eradication. They found that, when fox densities were low,
all options were equally as effective but, when densities were high, culling was
optimal. The best disease control strategy depends on the ability of the disease to
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spread (i.e. spread rate and directionality) and the transmission rate within host
populations (Tildesley et al. 2009; Woolhouse 2011; Keeling & Shattock 2012).
Landscape heterogeneity influences the spatial dynamics of infectious
disease, particularly the likelihood of introduction into naive populations and the
propagation of disease within a population. The spread of disease can be
represented as a wave of infection moving across the landscape driven by the
movement of infected individuals into new regions (Murray et al. 1986; Lewis et
al. 2006). If the host or vector is impeded by landscape features, like large rivers
or mountain ranges, then the progression of the wave will be slowed or even
halted (Smith et al. 2002; Russell et al. 2004; Cullingham et al. 2009). The result
is an irregular disease front with some populations becoming infected earlier than
others (Hastings et al. 2005; Garlick et al. 2011). After introduction, the host
population size and demographics controls the transmission and continuation of
infection (Grenfell & Dobson 1995; Thrusfield 2007). If contacts are density
dependent then a disease is more likely to perpetuate in a larger population
because there may be greater contact between infected and susceptible
individuals, which increases transmission likelihood (Dobson & Hudson 1995;
Begon et al. 2002; Begon et al. 2003). Also, there is a continual replenishment of
new susceptible hosts that reduces the chance of disease extinction (Grenfell &
Harwood 1997; Grenfell & Bolker 1998; Acosta-Jamett et al. 2010). Ultimately
host demography is a result of the rate of mortality and reproduction within the
population (Sibly & Hone 2003), which is influenced by habitat quality and
landscape attributes (McLoughlin et al. 2006; Mcloughlin et al. 2007; Panzacchi
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et al. 2009). Therefore disease dynamics are impacted by the landscape
heterogeneity via host habitat quality and the rate and propensity of disease spread
into new regions.
Recently, chronic wasting disease (CWD), a prion disease of cervids, has
emerged among many wild cervid populations in North America resulting in risk
for environmental and economic impacts (Detwiler et al. 2000). CWD is an
invariably fatal disease with no known vaccination or treatment (Williams et al.
2002). The mechanism of transmission in the wild is unclear but likely involves
both direct (animal to animal) and indirect (animal to environment to animal)
transmission (Miller et al. 2006; Mathiason et al. 2009; Gough & Maddison
2010). CWD is capable of being transmitted between cervid species, resulting in
infections among: white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginanus), mule deer
(Odocoileus hemionus), elk (Cervus canadensis) and moose (Alces alces,
Williams et al. 2002; Baeten et al. 2007). The disease was first documented in
Colorado and Wyoming in the 1960-70s (Williams & Young 1980). Managers in
these two states responded by trying to limit the spread of the disease into new
areas by reducing prevalence in enzootic areas through increased hunter-harvest
and strategic herd reductions (Peterson et al. 2002; Wyoming Game and Fish
Commission 2006). However, CWD has since spread or been translocated to an
additional 18 U.S. states and 2 Canadian provinces (Chronic Wasting Disease
Alliance 2012). In these affected regions CWD is a concern because it can affect
deer populations by decreasing survival rates and recruitment (Dulberger et al.
2010; Sargeant et al. 2011). Additionally, while humans are probably not
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susceptible, it is still a health concern (MaWhinney et al. 2006) and it increases
costs for cervid farms (Arnot et al. 2009). Therefore, CWD has become an
important management issue throughout much of North America.
Alberta (AB) and Saskatchewan (SK) are currently managing CWD
outbreaks in wild mule and white-tailed deer populations. The timing and
locations of CWD discovery in these adjacent provinces suggests that they are
related epidemics. Both AB and SK were proactive in CWD surveillance
beginning in 1998 and 1997 respectively (Alberta Environment and Sustainable
Resource Development 2012; Saskatchewan Ministry of Environment 2011). The
first case among wild deer was found in SK in 2000 and was likely the result of
spill over from infected game farms (Bollinger et al. 2004). In 2005, Alberta
discovered its first case near the AB-SK border in the South Saskatchewan River
drainage adjacent to positive cases in SK (Alberta Sustainable Resource
Development 2012). CWD likely spread from SK into AB via the dispersal and
migration of infected deer. To date there has been 127 cases in AB and 311 cases
in SK in both mule and white-tailed deer (Alberta Environment and Sustainable
Resource Development 2012; Saskatchewan Ministry of Environment 2011).
Both provinces have focused on reducing deer densities for disease control by
increasing hunter-harvest, with Alberta instituting a herd reduction program from
2005-2008 (Pybus 2006; Pybus 2007). However, complete eradication of the
disease is unlikely in either province (Canadian Cooperative Wildlife Health
Centre 2011). Limiting the spread farther westward into Alberta may still be
possible (Langenberg et al. 2008; Pybus 2012). Reducing spread is difficult
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because there are no apparent barriers to CWD spread in AB and SK (Cullingham
et al. 2011; Cullingham et al. 2011). As a result there is significant need for a
model to predict high risk areas for CWD introduction so mangers can proactively
target these sites with surveillance and control measures to increase the likelihood
of containing further disease spread.
The movement of deer is important to the spread of CWD in wild
populations (Conner & Miller 2004; Oyer et al. 2007; Skuldt et al. 2008). Both
mule and white-tailed deer, the primary hosts of CWD in Alberta, are migratory
and known to disperse distances > 40 km (Diefenbach et al. 2008; Clements et al.
2011). Landscape characteristics can affect deer movement, for example pursued
mule deer move up slopes to avoid predators, while white-tailed deer tend to
travel on gentle terrain (Lingle 2002). Deer movement paths, observed via GPS
collars, avoid human development like domiciles (Coulon et al. 2008), roads
(Fortin et al. 2005) and well sites (Sawyer et al. 2009). Because deer movements
are influenced by landscape characteristics, the connectivity between areas will
influence the probability of dispersal (Long et al. 2005; Skuldt et al. 2008; Long
et al. 2010) and disease spread (Blanchong et al. 2008; Schreiber & Lloyd-Smith
2009). Despite the suspected importance of deer movement to disease spread,
there has been no incorporation of deer movement or landscape connectivity into
CWD risk models (but see Garlick et al. 2011) and no evaluation of whether
connectivity better relates to disease occurrence than Euclidian distance.
CWD spread is not only determined by deer movement but also by
landscape features that influence disease propagation post-introduction, which is
5

determined by deer densities and contacts rates between infected and susceptible
individuals (Begon et al. 2002; Miller & Williams 2003; Miller et al. 2006). For
example, in Wisconsin and Colorado respectively, prevalence was related to
amount of forest cover (Joly et al. 2006) and human development (Farnsworth et
al. 2005), which likely correlate with deer densities. High deer densities cause an
increase in home range overlap and more direct and indirect contact (Habib et al.
2011). Within a home range, pair-wise contacts between GPS-collared deer have
been shown to be disproportionately higher in forest cover and agriculture habitat
important to deer (Kjaer et al. 2008; Habib et al. 2011; Silbernagel et al. 2011).
River drainages are likely sites for indirect contact in a prairie river ecosystem
because it is frequented by many deer for bedding and escape cover (Silbernagel
et al. 2011). Survival and recruitment rates have been shown to be important to
prevalence and likelihood of CWD eradication in non-spatial simulations
(Potapov et al. 2012). Although spatial disease models have focused on relating
CWD prevalence or occurrence to landscape characteristics (Joly et al. 2006;
Farnsorth et al. 2005; Rees et al. 2012), there has been no incorporation of spatial
variation in vital rates into spatial CWD models. This is because there needs to be
a greater understanding of how deer habitat impacts survival and reproduction in a
CWD infected population.
In Chapter 2, I contrast between CWD-positive and negative deer their local
landscape features, species, sex and landscape connectivity to previously detected
CWD cases to identify factors important to the CWD occurrence. Landscape
connectivity was quantified based on the habitat selection displayed by traveling
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deer (Fortin et al. 2005) combined with a circuit theory approach (McRae et al.
2008). The resulting risk model is among the first to incorporate landscape
connectivity into predictions of disease spread in a wild population, but unlike
previous studies (Bar-David et al. 2006; Remais et al. 2010; Garlick et al. 2011),
connectivity was compared to a null model representing Euclidian distances. The
CWD risk model was then used to assess and map the likelihood of CWD
occurrence in wildlife management units where CWD had not been detected but
were at risk of disease introduction by being adjacent to known disease foci.
In Chapter 3, I compar the spatial distribution of source and sink habitat for
female mule and white-tailed deer as a first step in assessing their contribution to
disease transmission and spread. I combined seasonal habitat selection with
probabilities of pregnancy and mortality resulting from habitat use (Nielsen et al.
2006). Habitat selection was modeled based on the locations of GPS-collared deer
using a resource selection probability function (Lele 2009). The relationship
between habitat and pregnancy rates was modeled based on pregnancy data
collected from female deer harvested during the CWD herd reduction program. I
quantified the spatial variation in mortality risk with a Cox proportional hazard
model (Cox 1972) using locations and mortalities of VHF and GPS-collared deer.
Source-sink habitat was classified specifically for: 1) pregnancy rates in the
summer, 2) mortality risk from hunting in the fall and 3) natural mortality risk
throughout the year. The three source habitat classifications and habitat selection
alone were compared to winter deer densities to determine which best predicted
deer densities.
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In Chapter 4, I summarize the results and discuss implications and
suggestions for the management of deer populations and controlling CWD.
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CHAPTER 2
PREDICTING THE RISK OF CHRONIC WASTING DISEASE IN EASTCENTRAL ALBERTA
Introduction
Landscape connectivity is a fundamental component of many ecological
processes. High connectivity between populations decreases the chances of
localized extinction because populations can be rescued by immigration (Brown
& Kodric-Brown 1977; Wilcox & Murphy 1985; Proctor et al. 2012). At the same
time, high connectivity between populations may lead to declines in populations
from lethally contagious diseases if connectivity facilitates pathogen movement
(Hess 1994; Hess 1996). As a result, connectivity between disease sources are
commonly incorporated into disease spread models (Hess et al. 2002). For
example, for human diseases like severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS),
connectivity among individuals within a community can be established from
interviews that form the basis of connections in social network models to explore
outbreak potential (Meyers et al. 2005). Similarly, with livestock diseases like
bovine tuberculosis, connectivity between farms can be quantified by tracking the
human-mediated exchange of animals to inform models for predicting the
likelihood of bovine tuberculosis introduction into an area (Gilbert et al. 2005).
In contrast, for wild animal populations, information is typically limited on
what directs host movement, which hinders our ability to predict disease spread.
As a result, Euclidian distance is used to represent the proximity of an area to
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disease sources, and in a number of cases this metric has been found to be related
to new cases or “sparks” in disease spread (Joly et al. 2006; Meentemeyer et al.
2008; Vaclavik et al. 2010; Rees et al. 2012). However, evidence also is
accumulating that landscape features can bias host movements (Coulon et al.
2008; Sawyer et al. 2009; Roever et al. 2010; Clements et al. 2011; Gillies et al.
2011; La Morgia et al. 2011; McKenzie et al. 2012), which may cause directed
disease spread (Smith et al. 2002; Russell et al. 2004; Blanchong et al. 2008;
Schreiber & Lloyd-Smith 2009). As a result, few studies have used information
on animal movements to predict disease spread (Bar-David et al. 2006; Garlick et
al. 2011), but none have compared model outcomes with observed patterns in
disease occurrence to determine whether landscape connectivity based on animal
movement improved predictions of disease spread.
Chronic wasting disease (CWD) is a fatal prion disease of cervids (Williams
et al. 2002) that is spread both by animal to animal contact and through the
environment. Since its detection in Colorado in the late 1960s, CWD has
continued to spread across North America and is now found in 18 U.S. states and
2 Canadian provinces (Conner & Miller 2004; Oyer et al. 2007; Skuldt et al.
2008). Disease surveillance data from hunter-harvested deer indicates differences
in the emerging patterns of spatial spread of CWD in wild populations may be
influenced by spatial heterogeneities in the landscape (Joly et al. 2006; Rees et al.
2012). For example, high CWD prevalence has been related to the amount of
forest cover in Wisconsin (Joly et al. 2006), urban areas in Colorado (Farnsworth
et al. 2005) and agricultural land adjacent to the river valleys in Saskatchewan
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(Rees et al. 2012). These patterns may reflect high deer densities resulting in
increased home range over lap and larger group sizes that alter contact rates
particularly in areas of preferred habitat (Kjaer et al. 2008; Habib et al. 2011;
Silbernagel et al. 2011). In Wisconsin and Illinois, the disease appears to be
spreading outward from a core area of infection (Osnas et al. 2009; Shelton &
McDonald 2011). In contrast, disease sprad in Saskatchewan and Nebraska
appears to be moving faster along the South Saskatchewan and Missouri River
(Clements et al. 2011; Walter et al. 2011b; Rees et al. 2012). This suggests that
landscape features play an important role in directing deer movements and CWD
spread (Clements et al. 2011, Blanchong et al. 2008).
In this chapter, I assess the risk of CWD being found in deer harvested from
areas in east-central Alberta. I used surveillance data collected from 2000 to 2010
in Saskatchewan (SK) and Alberta (AB) to derive a disease risk model (PIDM) that
predicts the probability of a harvested deer being CWD positive (CWD+) based
on the species and sex of the deer, landscape features surrounding the area where
a deer was harvested (kill site), and metrics of landscape connectivity to known
disease sources. I included deer species and sex because prevalence has been
shown to be highest in mule deer and males across geographic regions (Miller et
al. 2000; Conner et al. 2007; Osnas et al. 2009). Habitats I hypothesized deer
would prefer were measured around the kill site because preferred habitat may
increase deer aggregation and thus transmission likelihood (Begon et al. 2002). I
also compared Euclidian distance (proximity) and metrics of connectivity that
integrated deer movement responses to landscape features using a step selection
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function (SSF, Fortin et al. 2005) and circuit theory (McRae et al. 2008). I
utilized a connectivity metric derived from animal movements to predict disease
occurrence, but unlike earlier studies (Bar-David et al. 2006; Remais et al. 2010;
Garlick et al. 2011), connectivity metrics were evaluated against a null hypothesis
of Euclidean distance measured based on observed disease locations. Finally, I
illustrated the application of the model to evaluate the relative risk of CWD being
found in 7 currently “CWD-free” Wildlife Management Units (WMUs) adjacent
to the core CWD infected area. My focus was on landscape connectivity and
determining the importance of host movement for disease introduction into new
areas.
Materials and Methods
STUDY AREA
The study area includes ~67,000 km2 of rolling hills located near
Wainwright, AB (52º50’10.31”N, 110º51’31.18”W) along the AB-SK border
(Fig. 2.1). The area is largely within the aspen parkland ecosystem with small
portions of boreal transition in the north and moist mixed-grasslands in the south
(Bird 1961). The Battle River, North Saskatchewan River and Ribstone Creek are
the major drainages with a few large lakes and numerous ponds and wetlands
scattered throughout (4.7% of land cover). Land use is dominated by agriculture
(67.5%) and anthropogenic features like oil and gas development (0.3 wells/km2)
and roads (0.9 km/km2). Native land cover types include: deciduous forest (6.5%)
primarily around rugged terrain like river valleys, coniferous and mixed forest
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(0.5%) concentrated at the northern extent, shrublands (7.4%) and grasslands
(12%, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada 2010). Deciduous forest is dominated
by trembling aspen Populus tremuloides Michx. and balsam poplar Populus
balsamifera L. and coniferous forest by white spruce Picea glauca (Moench)
Voss, black spruce Picea mariana (Mill.) B.S.P., and jackpine Pinus banksiana
Lamb. Shrubs consist mainly of Elaeagnus commutata L., Amelanchier alnifolia
Nutt., Prunus spp. and Symphoricarpos spp. with native grasslands dominated by
plains rough fescue Festuca halli (Vasey) Piper (Acton et al. 1998).
Across the area, mule and white-tailed deer population densities were highly
variable ranging up to 3.6 mule deer/km2 and 2.6 white-tailed deer/km2 in a
wildlife management unit (Alberta Fish and Wildlife, unpublished data). As of
2010, 92 mule deer and 10 white-tailed deer CWD+ cases were detected within
the study area. Elk (Cervus canadensis Erxleben) and moose (Alces alces L.) are
also present as other possible CWD hosts, but the disease has been detected only
in elk in areas in SK about 410 km outside the study area. Predators include
primarily humans and coyotes (Canis latrans Say). In AB, the white-tailed deer
harvest in this region since 2000 has been based on an open license except in two
WMUs, where the harvest was on a limited draw. Mule deer harvest was based on
a limited availability license from 2000 to 2008 when Alberta added an open
antlerless license in 4 of the 13 WMUs occurring in the study area. In 2006, AB
instituted an additional “quota harvest” for CWD infected WMUs and those at
risk with licenses that allowed for the harvest of 3 deer of either species (2
antlerless and 1 antlered). In SK, from 2000 to 2010, white-tailed deer harvest
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was on an open license while mule deer licenses were limited. However, in 2008
SK adopted the “earn a buck” program. The earn-a-buck program required hunters
to harvest two antlerless deer and submit heads for CWD testing before receiving
an additional antlered license (WMU 46 and 47). Earn a buck was expanded to
WMU 26 and 45 in 2009 then retracted to only 45 in 2010.
MODELING CWD RISK IN HARVESTED DEER
Deer samples and disease testing. In SK, heads from hunter-harvested deer were
submitted for disease testing on a voluntary basis, except in areas where the earna-buck program was enforced. In AB, head submissions from hunter-harvested
deer were either mandatory or voluntary from 2005 to 2008 depending on the
WMU, but became mandatory in all CWD units (n = 13) in 2009. Most hunterharvested deer (>90%) were killed from November to December, with the
remainder from September to October. Hunters provided harvest date and kill site
as either the GPS location or legal land description as the center of a quartersection or section with an assumed accuracy of 0.65 km2 and 2.56 km2. Heads of
deer harvested from a herd-reduction program (2006-2008) in AB were also
submitted for CWD testing and included in this study. Collections of these deer
occurred in February or March by sharpshooters on the ground (2006) and in
helicopters (2007-2008) within a 10-km radius of previous CWD+ cases. In all
cases, only deer samples with complete information were considered for analysis.
Deer age was not determined for the AB hunter-harvested deer and as a result
animal age was not included in this analysis.
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In SK, deer > 9 months of age were tested at the Prairie Diagnostic Services
using anti-TSE monoclonal antibody F99/97.6.1 (Veterinary Medical Research &
Development Inc.) and a Ventana Benchmark automatic IHC stainer (Ventana
Medical Systems Inc.) on the tonsils and retropharyngeal lymph nodes (Chiu et al.
2009). In AB CWD testing was done on all deer by Alberta Agriculture and Rural
Development, which analyzed the retropharyngeal lymph nodes using a BioRad
ELISA test (Gavier-Widen et al. 2005). Both provinces sent non-negative samples
to the Canadian Food Inspection Agency Laboratory to confirm the result using
BioRAD ELISA, PrP immunhistochemistry, and western immunoblot tests.
Of the surveillance data collected from 2000 to 2010, only the 2005-2010
data were used to estimate the PIDM while 2000-2004 CWD+ cases were used as
disease sources for calculating connectivity. Because of the large sample of deer
harvested that tested CWD- (>19,000) and the associated processing time in
developing connectivity metrics (see below), I used data in this analysis only
from: (1) CWD- deer within 90 km from detected CWD+ deer from previous
years, which reflected the maximum distance that a CWD+ deer was detected
from CWD+ in previous years in this study (87 km this study), which was similar
to southern SK where 90% of CWD+ were within 90 km of previous CWD+
(Rees et al. 2012), and (2) deer from a subset (25%) of the CWD- deer that were
randomly and proportionally selected from each year. In contrast, I used all
observations of CWD+ deer from 2005 through 2010 (n = 94).
Kill site characteristics. Covariates of kill sites were measured either within a
circular buffer of varying sizes (3, 6 and 12 km2) or as the shortest distance to a
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linear feature or source of disease (Table 2.1). The range of buffer sizes reflected
the range in deer home range sizes in the study area across species and sex in
winter (4.8 to 12.7 km2) and summer (4.5 to 6.4 km2, E. Merrill, unpublished
data). Proportions of agriculture and woody cover were calculated from a landcover map derived with ETM+ multi-spectral imagery and Landsat 5 TM at a 30m resolution (Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada 2010). Measures of terrain
ruggedness were derived from a 30-m digital elevation model. Distance to well
sites with an accuracy of ± 20 m was measured for active, abandoned and newly
licensed oil and gas wells current as of 23 January 2006. Linear waterways like
rivers and streams were identified from a single-line network layer developed
from a digital elevation model. GIS base layers and environmental layers were
provided by Spatial Data Warehouse Ltd., Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada and
Saskatchewan Environment.
Proximity to disease sources were measured as either the straight-line
distance to the (1) nearest (km) or (2) the average distance (km) to the kill
location of all previously known CWD+ deer. Landscape connectivity metrics
were calculated as resistance, which is the inverse of connectivity. Similar to
proximity, metrics of landscape connectivity to previous CWD+ (see below) were
calculated as: (1) the single most connected (lowest resistance) CWD+ case and
(2) the mean connectivity to all CWD+ cases. All spatial analyses were done in
ArcGIS 9.3.1 (ESRI, Relands, CA, 2009).
Statistical analyses. I used the rare events logistic regression function (relogit) in
R.2.3.1 (R Development Core Team 2011) within the package ZELIG (Imai et al.
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2008; Imai et al. 2011) to model the probability (PIDM) of a deer being CWD+ (1)
or CWD- (0). I chose this approach because it corrects for bias in parameter
estimation caused by a low number of samples in one binary category (i.e.
CWD+, King & Zeng 2001). PIDM takes the form:

eqn 2.1.
where xi…xp include covariates for deer species, sex, harvest type (hunter; herd
reduction), province (AB, SK), time (t) in years since first CWD detection (i.e.
2000), environmental characteristics of the kill site and either proximity or
landscape connectivity metrics. β0 is the regression constant and β1…βp are the
coefficients estimated for the variables xi…xp.
I included species, sex, and time in years since first detection (t) in the
region (20 November 2000) because they are known to influence probability of an
individual deer being infected (Heisey et al. 2010; Walsh & Miller 2010; Rees et
al. 2012), as well as the province to account for differences in surveillance regime
or disease history (Table 2.1). Harvest type was included because herd reductions
were done in areas where positives had been previously detected, therefore may
be more likely to harvest a positive compared to samples obtained from hunters
collected throughout the study area. Values for t were assigned as integer values
for hunter-harvested deer, but because herd reductions were in late winter
(February or March) t values for herd reduction harvested deer were derived as
the difference between the median date of the herd reduction event and 20
November 2000 in decimal years. All covariates were tested for correlation and
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were not placed in the same model if they were strongly correlated based on
Spearman’s rank correlation (rs

0.50, P < 0.05). I used Akaike information

criterion (AIC) to rank a priori competing models, and then model averaged those
constituting the top > 95% AIC weight (Anderson 2008). I assessed PIDM
predictive ability using area under the receiver operating curve (AUC, Fielding &
Bell 1997) in the package ROCR (Sing et al. 2005) in R.2.3.1. To determine
covariate importance I calculated fully standardized logistic regression
coefficients, which quantifies the number of standard deviations PIDM will differ
per one standard deviation covariate difference (Menard 2004).
LANDSCAPE CONNECTIVITY
I derived 6 metrics of connectivity between a kill site location and
previously detected cases of CWD+ deer to determine whether connectivity based
on deer movement predicted the probability of deer harvested on the landscape
being CWD+ were better than metrics based on Euclidean distance alone.
Connectivity metrics were derived by combining “resistance” values derived from
a step selection function (SSF, McRae & Beier 2007; McRae et al. 2008) of GPScollared deer with circuit theory using the program CIRCUITSCAPE (v.3.5,
McRae et al. 2008). I chose this approach to calculating connectivity because the
SSF reflects the willingness of deer to select a movement path and circuit theory
evaluates all possible paths between locations rather than a single optimal path as
in least cost path analysis (McRae & Beier 2007; Urban et al. 2009; Dale & Fortin
2010).
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Deer movement. Movements of 20 GPS-collared mule deer (male = 8, female =
12) and 18 GPS-collared white-tailed deer (male = 5, female = 13) monitored
from 2006 to 2008 were used to develop a SSF. Deer were captured using Clover
traps (Clover 1954) baited with hay and oats or by helicopter net-gunning (Barrett
et al. 1982). Adults were fitted with GPS-collars (Lotek 3300S/4400S; Lotek
Wireless, Newmarket, Ontario, Canada; or HABIT GPS collars, HABIT Research
Ltd., Victoria, BC, Canada). Collars deployed on males were modified by adding
a section of elastic surgical tubing to accommodate neck-swelling during the rut.
Capture and handling procedures were in accordance with animal care protocol
and provincial permits (Univ. Alberta #4941001; Alberta Sustainable Resource
Development RP: #39576, CL: 39504; Alberta Tourism, Parks, and Recreation
#RC09EC003, RC09EC005; Saskatchewan Ministry of Environment #09FW028).
Deer movements were monitored at a 2-hr frequency. Average location
error was 7.5 ± 8.4 m (SD) with a > 99% fix success rate (n = 1148) across all
vegetation types during an 8-day trial with a stationary collar hung 1 m off the
ground taking 1-hr fixes. To approximate selection during long range movements,
only locations outside of winter (27 March to 24 December) were used, when
dispersal and migration are most common (Nelson 1998; Nelson et al. 2004;
Nixon et al. 2007; Nixon et al. 2008).
Step selection function. I used values predicted from SSF to build the resistance
surfaces (Spear et al. 2010) for input into CIRCUITSCAPE. The SSF uses a casecontrol, conditional logistic design to compare characteristics of “steps” along a
movement path to those which were available with steps represented by a straight
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line connecting two consecutive GPS locations (Fortin et al. 2005). The SSF is a
function of the probability of an animal choosing a step based on environmental
covariates along the step. I made independent SSF models for mule deer (MUDE)
and white-tailed deer (WTDE). Observed steps were matched with 15 available
steps that shared an origin and were drawn stochastically from empirical step
length (SL) and turn angle (TA) frequency distributions. SL and TA were drawn
independently because there was minimal circular-linear correlation (r <0.02 for
all deer, Batschelet 1981). Equal numbers of observed steps per deer were used so
that all individuals contributed evenly to the models (116 steps/mule deer and 198
steps/white-tailed deer). SL and TA of individual deer were pooled among deer of
the same species and sex (e.g. MUDE female) within equal 50-m intervals up to
3000 m for the SL distribution and equal 24° intervals from -180 to 180° for the
TA distribution. I further combined pooled distributions across species and sex
when Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (Zar 1999) were non-significant (P>0.05),
otherwise distributions remained separate.
I used conditional logistic regression in STATA® 10 (StataCorp 2007) to
derive the SSF equation:

eqn 2.2.

where

are landscape covariates and

are the parameters. Robust

standard errors were calculated using the Sandwich variance estimation method
based on individual deer using CLUSTER in STATA (Rogers 1993; Williams
2000). Landscape covariates included: terrain ruggedness (Rugg175m, Rugg300m),
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terrain slope (Slope), distance to roads (Dpavgrav, Dhiway, Droad), distance to
well sites (Dwell), tree and shrub cover (Cov175m, Cov300m & Dcov) and distance
to water bodies and streams (Dwater & Dstream, Table 2.1). A priori competing
models were ranked and a final model chosen using Akiake’s information
criterion for small sample size (AICc, Burnham & Anderson 2002). The top SSF
models were tested for sex effects on model parameters but they were negligible
(Appendix 1).
Connectivity metrics. To quantify landscape connectivity between two locations, I
used the program CIRCUITSCAPE, which is based on a graph theoretic approach
where edges connecting graph nodes are analogous to resistors in an electrical
circuit allowing for application of circuit theory principles like Ohm’s law
(McRae 2006; McRae et al. 2008). The MUDE and WTDE SSF were
incorporated into CIRCUITSCAPE by providing a resistance surface for the
landscape, with inverse SSF values equating to resistance. Resistance surfaces
were calculated initially at 30 x 30-m cell, and then smoothed to 1000 x 1000-m
cell size by taking an inverse distance weighted mean of input cell values using
bilinear interpolation (ESRI 2009). To reduce bias in connectivity values
calculated near map edges, I buffered all rasters covering the extent of the study
area by 50 km. Where GIS layers did not extend beyond the study area, the buffer
was composed of random values drawn from within the study area (Koen et al.
2010). To measure connectivity based on both species, I chose not to construct a
third SSF but instead combined the MUDE and WTDE SSF and weighted them
by prevalence. The combined surface was built by reclassifying the MUDE and
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WTDE resistance surfaces to integer values from 1 to 10 based on 10 quantile
bins, to make the two SSF model values relative to each other. Then adding the
resulting surfaces together, but weighting the MUDE SSF surface by 7x to
account for higher CWD prevalence in mule deer (this study). I weighted by
prevalence based on the assumption that mule deer movements have a greater
impact of CWD spread than white-tailed deer proportional to their higher
prevalence.
ASSESSING CWD RISK IN “DISEASE-FREE” WMUs
I assessed the risk of CWD being detected in deer harvested in 7 currently
“CWD-free” WMUs in AB (Fig. 2.1) based on the PIDM and known composition
of deer in these areas. First, I used the PIDM to create 4 spatial risk maps (30 x 30m pixels) of predicted PIDM values for mule deer and white-tailed deer of both
sexes, and aggregated values to a cell size of 100 x 100-m using inverse distance
weighted mean of input cell values with bilinear interpolation (ESRI 2009).
Second, using information on deer species and sex composition (see below), I
derived a population-adjusted measure of risk of CWD as:
RISK=  Dij PIDMij

eqn 2.3.

where Dij is the probability that a randomly chosen deer in a WMU is of species i
(mule deer, white-tailed deer) and sex j (male, female) and PIDMij is the
probability that a harvested deer of species i and sex j from a pixel in year 2011 is
CWD+ given the landscape characteristics of the cell with a possible range of
values from zero to one. In this example, Dij was based on 2011 pre-hunting
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season deer population in a WMU based on winter aerial survey data extrapolated
across years with a population model (Appendix 2). Aerial surveys were based on
stratified random sampling with 20% coverage (Alberta Fish and Wildlife,
unpublished data). No corrections were made for deer sightability bias, but
detection of deer in these habitats was > 90% when snow was present (Habib et
al. in press).
Results
STEP SELECTION FUNCTIONS AND RESISTANCE SURFACES
Because there was no difference in turn angle between species (P=0.80) or
sex (P=0.17), I combined data on TA for all deer (Appendix 3). In contrast, I
found differences in step length distributions between species (P<0.01) and sex in
white-tailed deer (P<0.01) but not mule deer (P=0.10), based on KolmogorovSmirnov tests. Therefore, I used one TA distribution and three SL distributions to
determine random paths of deer for the two species to compare to used paths in
the step selection function.
The top SSF for mule deer (wi = 0.74) and white-tailed deer (wi = 0.99 ) had
similar environmental influences with distance to cover, distance to water and a
measure of terrain ruggedness included in both SSFs, although the scales of
measurement differed (Table 2.2). Both species selected to move near cover and
far from water, but mule deer selected to move in areas of terrain ruggedness,
while white-tailed deer moved in gentle terrain (Table 2.3). White-tailed deer
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preferred gentle terrain especially when distant from water (Fig. 2.2). No
covariates in the top models were strongly correlated (r < 0.6, Appendix 4).
PIDM MODEL
CWD surveillance data were collected from 2471 mule deer and 751 whitetailed deer harvested during hunting seasons from 2000-2010 in SK and 9444
mule deer and 6886 white-tailed deer were harvested in AB from 2006 to 2010
(Table 2.4). Of the deer harvested from AB, 15% of the mule deer and 38% of
the white-tailed deer were harvested during the herd reduction program. In SK,
prevalence showed a linear increase of 1.7x/year between 2005 and 2010, while in
AB the increase was 1.2x/year between 2006 and 2010 (Fig. 2.3). Within the
study area in 2010, SK mule deer prevalence was 0.03 (n = 297) with no CWD+
detected among sampled white-tailed deer (n = 20), while in AB prevalence was
0.007 (n = 1710) and 0.002 (n = 844) in mule deer and white-tailed deer
respectively (Table 2.4). In the PIDM base model I included deer species, sex, t,
province and type of harvest because of their significant P-values (Table 2.5) and
removing any of these covariates increased the ΔAIC ≥ 10 (Appendix 5).
Beyond the base model, the top PIDM included 4 environmental covariates,
mean connectivity based on the MUDE SSF (MResistance) and 5 covariate
interactions (Table 2.6). According to the AIC rankings, there was support for
adding these landscape covariates and their interactions to the base model. Only
two alternative models had equal weight of evidence as the top model, and these
models differed by omitting only a single interaction term that reflected
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differences in either distance to roads or stream density between provinces. For
the final PIDM, I model averaged the top three models and the averaged model had
an AUC score of 0.85.
According to the odds ratios (eβ) from the PIDM (Table 2.5), deer harvested
during herd reductions had a 15.5x higher odds of being CWD+ than those
harvested by hunters. Throughout the study area, CWD risk increased by 1.5x
from year to year. The odds of a mule deer being infected were 4.8x higher than a
white-tailed deer. A male’s odds of being CWD+ were 0.9x as likely than females
according to the sex coefficient alone; however, when accounting for the
interaction with ruggedness fixed at its median value (Appendix 6), males had
1.7x higher risk than females. The odds ratio of a deer being CWD+ increased
when it was harvested in an area of high agricultural extent, gentle terrain, with
high stream density, close to roads and well connected to areas where CWD+ deer
were previously harvested. Deer harvested in the herd reduction program were
less likely to be infected in areas of high terrain ruggedness, but ruggedness had
little effect on hunter-harvested deer (Fig. 2.4). Deer harvested near roads
(human-dominated areas) in agricultural areas were more likely to be CWD+ than
when they were harvested far from roads in agricultural areas (Fig. 2.5).
CONNECTIVITY AND PROXIMITY
The proximity or connectivity metric with the greatest support for inclusion
in the PIDM was MResistance or mean connectivity based on the MUDE SSF. If
MResistance was replaced in the top PIDM by WTDE SSF, DEER SSF or proximity
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then AICc increased significantly by 10.7, 8.6 or 19.8 respectively. But regardless
of which proximity or connectivity metric was included in the PIDM, locations
farther from or less connected to known sources of CWD+ deer had reduced
CWD risk.
ASSESSING CWD RISK
The ratio of mule deer to white-tailed deer within the deer population in the
7 WMUs ranged between 0.13 and 1.98. WMUs with a high proportion of mule
deer (i.e., WMU 730 and 203) had mean RISK values 1.2 to 2.2x that of the other
WMUs (Table 2.7). Artificially varying herd composition influenced the rankings
of mean RISK in each WMU (Fig. 2.6). While varying herd composition
increased or decreased RISK, it had little effect on the underlying spatial pattern
of RISK (Fig. 2.7) because herd information was input only at the scale of the
WMU. In contrast, spatial patterns in RISK within a WMU emerged largely due
to connectivity (Fig. 2.8) with fine-scale variation due to other landscape features
emerging when connectivity was high (Fig. 2.9). In particular, the importance of
connectivity was demonstrated in the northern WMUs of 258 and 500 wherein
connectivity is high despite being distant from the majority of previous CWD+
cases (Fig. 2.10) making predicted CWD risk for the proximity based PIDM much
lower compared to the connectivity PIDM (Fig. 2.11). I also included a quadratic
term for proportion of agriculture in the proximity PIDM, in an attempt to replicate
the pattern of the connectivity PIDM by allowing risk to increase initially with
agriculture, but then decrease for areas of high agriculture. However, the risk
pattern still differed from the connectivity based PIDM (Fig. 2.11).
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Discussion
My results support that more realism and recognition of landscape
connectivity is needed in studies of disease spread (Remais et al. 2010). Euclidian
distance alone had less support for modeling disease risk because it ignored
landscape heterogeneity. To my knowledge, I am the first to show a direct link
between the occurrence of disease and empirically derived connectivity measures
reflecting host movements in a heterogeneous landscape. These results have been
inferred from previous studies that linked genetic relatedness to disease
occurrence (Archie et al. 2009; Biek & Real 2010). For example, patterns in
relatedness have indicated that the spread of raccoon rabies in the eastern United
States and Canada may be impeded by major rivers (Rees et al. 2008), but not by
ridge tops dividing adjacent valleys (Root et al. 2009). However, where data on
movements are available, movement-based metrics of connectivity may better
inform models predicting disease spread than genetic studies. For example,
genetics of mule and white-tailed deer in this area showed little spatial structure
beyond 2 km with the only identifiable large-scale barrier being the Canadian
Rocky Mountains (Cullingham et al. 2011a; Cullingham et al. 2011b). They
attributed this to the high mobility of deer (Nelson 1993; Long et al. 2005) and
recent expansion of white-tailed deer populations (Wishart 1984) with insufficient
time to establish a stable genetic structure (Austerlitz et al. 1997; Hutchison &
Templeton 1999). Cullingham et al. (2011a) were able to show greater relatedness
among infected female mule deer at the small scale (< 2 km) suggesting that
transmission within groups of related philopatric females (Bowyer 1984; Lingle
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2003) is important to CWD spread. Except for the Rocky Mountains, they could
suggest only distance as a limiting factor via dispersal and migration can explain
large scale spread between groups or populations (Conner & Miller 2004; Oyer et
al. 2007; Blanchong et al. 2008).
In contrast, I found deer movements were influenced by landscape features,
based on their incorporation into the CWD risk model, indicating that movement
may reflect processes of disease spread better than distance or genetic relatedness.
Because local factors within the PIDM were expected to control fine-scale
influences on the disease spread (i.e. deer-deer contact rates, Habib et al. 2011), I
interpret the connectivity metrics to reflect the spread of CWD driven by
movement of infected deer into new areas as they establish the initial disease
spark (Oyer et al. 2007; Jackson et al. 2008). This is despite the fact that the data
I used to quantify connectivity were based on non-dispersal movements due to the
difficulty of observing dispersal (Clobert et al. 2009; Spear et al. 2010). Using
non-dispersal movement to reflect where animals may travel is a common
approach (Chetkiewicz & Boyce 2009; La Morgia et al. 2011) that has support
from genetic studies. Cushman & Lewis (2010) used the same approach for
modeling landscape connectivity of black bears with a relationship between
connectivity and individual genetic relatedness of bears. A preliminary
comparison of habitat selection, for the same GPS collared deer in this study, for
movements inside versus outside their 90% kernel UD home range found no
major differences in selection (E. Merrill, unpublished data). As a result, I
analyzed all movements to capture deer responses to a broad range of habitat
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conditions. However, if dispersers tend to move more in straight-line paths
resulting in lower selectivity (Palomares et al. 2000; Selonen & Hanski 2006),
then proximity should have had as much support as connectivity, but this was not
the case.
In the open environments of the Prairie parklands, mule and white-tailed
deer preferred to travel through or close to aspen or shrub cover probably because
it is important for security cover (Nixon et al. 1991; Foster et al. 1997;
Grovenburg et al. 2011) for reducing predation risk (Festa-Bianchet 1988;
Bowyer et al. 1999; Fortin et al. 2005; Fischhoff et al. 2007). Both deer species
moved farther away from ponds, lakes and rivers to avoid crossing these features
(Eberhardt et al. 1984; Lang & Blanchong 2012) despite both species being able
to swim (Robinett 1966; Inglis et al. 1979). In contrast, the two species had
different preferences for rugged terrain. White-tailed deer moved across less
rugged terrain, whereas mule deer, which use a stotting gait ideal for hill climbing
(Lingle 1992; Lingle 1993), rely upon rugged terrain to escape predators (Lingle
& Pellis 2002; Lingle 2002). Despite this difference in movement preference and
connectivity between the species when relating landscape connectivity to disease
prevalence only the connectivity metric based on mule deer movements predicted
CWD occurrence because there were few infected white-tailed deer (10%)
compared to mule deer (90%). For mule deer, the river drainages appear to be
important movement corridors, because rivers are a linear arrangement of rugged
terrain and contiguous forest cover within an agricultural matrix (i.e. Battle River
or Ribstone Creek). However, where rugged terrain and forest cover is not
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exclusive to the river valleys (i.e. The North Saskatchewan River) disease spread
is more diffuse as deer are less restricted in their movements, traveling not only
along the rivers but across the landscape in all directions. This appears to be the
case in the northern portion of the study area (Fig. 2.8). However, landscape
connectivity and associated deer movement are not the only factor controlling
spread. There are also local landscape factors that promote transmission between
individuals (Begon et al. 2002; Greer & Collins 2008; Vander Wal et al. 2012).
For continued CWD spread, the infection must be able to effectively
transmit between deer, with the landscape influencing transmission via deer
densities, congregation and contact rates (Miller & Williams 2003; Miller et al.
2006). For example, agricultural areas immediately adjacent to river drainages
had high predicted disease risk not only because they are well connected, but
because they are quality mule deer habitat resulting in high local densities (E.
Merrill, unpublished data). The river valleys are ideal mule deer habitat because
of the steep terrain for escaping predators (Lingle 2002), abundant cover for
bedding between feeding bouts (Silbernagel et al. 2011) and access to adjacent
croplands with high quality forage (Nixon et al. 1991). The resulting high
densities increase deer group sizes and deer contact rates (Lingle 2003; Habib et
al. 2011), while the lack of forest cover associated with agriculture results in deer
congregating within the remaining patches (Kjaer et al. 2008; Habib et al. 2011;
Silbernagel et al. 2011), increasing the likelihood of transmission. While local
landscape effects in the current model provide a good prediction of disease
occurrence, subsequent models may be improved by including soil characteristics
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(i.e. clay content) that are likely to influence indirect CWD transmission
(Saunders et al. 2012a) by modifying the infectivity or longevity of soil bound
prions (Saunders et al. 2011; Smith et al. 2011). For example, among free ranging
mule deer in Colorado, increased soil clay content of an individual’s presumed
home range was correlated with the odds of deer being CWD infected (Walter et
al. 2011a). I did not consider soil characteristics, because where disease
occurrence was predicted I assumed there had been insufficient time to build up
an environmental prion reservoir (Almberg et al. 2011), as no CWD+ had been
detected at the time.
A stated goal for CWD management in Canada is to contain the disease to
its current distribution, assuming eradication is not possible, by not allowing
spread into new regions (Canadian Cooperative Wildlife Health Centre 2011).
The risk model I have provided can help mangers to achieve this goal by
identifying areas where the disease is likely to spread based on landscape
attributes and connectivity to previous known CWD cases. Then in these high risk
areas managers can apply control efforts like targeted herd reductions. If hunting
is the only disease control option, then mangers should prioritize increasing mule
deer and male harvest because of their higher prevalence. Although my results are
specific to east-central Alberta, my overall approach to modeling risk can be
applied to other CWD infected areas with sufficient surveillance data and ideally
GPS collar data required for quantifying landscape connectivity. However, even if
GPS collar data are lacking the effects of landscape on connectivity and deer
movement could be approximated using the plethora of deer movement (Long et
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al. 2010; Silbernagel 2010; Clements et al. 2011; Garlick et al. 2011) and habitat
selection studies (Bowyer 1986; Pauley et al. 1993; Pierce et al. 2004; Sawyer et
al. 2006; Sawyer et al. 2009; Anderson et al. 2012).
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Table 2.1. Covariates used in either the step selection function analysis (SSF) or a
model for predicting the probability of an individual deer harvested by hunters or
in a herd reduction program between 2006-2010 being CWD+ analysis (PIDM).
Covariate
Driver

Dstream
Dms

Stream3km,
Stream6km &
Stream12km
Dwater
Droad
Dhiway
Dpavgrav
Road3km,
Road6km &
Road12km
Dtown
Dwell
Dcov
Cov175m,
Cov300m,
Cov3km, Cov6km
& Cov12km
Agri3km,
Agri6km &
Agri12km
Open3km,
Open6km &
Open12km
Grass3km,
Grass6km &
Grass12km

Description
Distance (m) to nearest major drainage including
the Battle River, Ribstone Creek and North
Saskatchewan River
Distance (m) to nearest river or stream.
Distance (m) to nearest minor stream not part of the
major drainages (Battle, Ribstone and North
Saskatchewan).
Length (m) of rivers and creeks within a 3, 6 and 12
km2 circular buffer.

Analysis
PIDM
PIDM,
SSF
PIDM
PIDM

Distance (m) to nearest lake, pond, river or stream.
Distance (m) to nearest road includes paved,
graveled and resource roads.
Distance (m) to nearest paved road.
Distance (m) to nearest paved or graveled road.
Length (m) of all roads in 3, 6 and 12 km2 circular
buffer.

SSF
SSF

Distance (m) to nearest city, town, village or
hamlet.
Distance (m) to nearest well site.
Distance (m) to nearest woody cover (deciduous,
coniferous and mixed wood forest or shrubs).
Proportion of woody cover (trees and shrubs) within
a circular buffer with radius 175 or 300 m or with
an area of 3, 6 and 12 km2.

PIDM

Proportion of Agriculture (perennial, pasture and
annual cropland) within a 3, 6 and 12 km2 a 3, 6 and
12 km2 circular buffer.
Proportion of natural grassland and agriculture
within a 3, 6 and 12 km2 circular buffer.

PIDM

Proportion of natural grassland within a 3, 6 and 12
km2 circular buffer.

PIDM
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SSF
SSF
PIDM

SSF
SSF
PIDM,
SSF

PIDM

Table 2.1. Continued
Covariate
Description
Rugg175m,
Standard deviation in elevation (m) within a circular
Rugg300m,
buffer with radius 175 or 300 m or with an area of
Rugg3km,
3, 6 and 12 km2.
Rugg6km &
Rugg12km
Slope
Slope (%) for an individual cell.
MResistance
Average resistance (inverse of connectivity) to
previous CWD cases based on mule deer SSF
Province
Province deer was harvested in: Alberta (1) or
Saskatchewan (0)
Harvest
Harvest method: hunter (1) or cull (0)
t
Time in years since first CWD+ detected in 2000
Species
Deer species: Mule (1) or white-tailed deer (0)
Sex
Deer sex: male (1) or female (0)
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Analysis
PIDM,
SSF

SSF
PIDM
PIDM
PIDM
PIDM
PIDM
PIDM

Table 2.2. The five highest ranked step selection function models for mule deer
and white-tailed deer in east-central Alberta and west-central Saskatchewan.
Models were derived using 2-hour relocations on 20 GPS-collared mule deer (8
males; 12 females) and 18 GPS-collared white-tailed deer (5 males; 13 females)
between 2006-2008 in east-central Alberta and west-central Saskatchewan.
Presented are number of model parameters (k), Akaike’s information criterion
difference corrected for small sample size (AICc) and AICc weight (wi). Covariate
descriptions are provided in Table 2.1.
Species
Mule deer

Whitetailed deer

Covariates
Dcov, Rugg175m, Dwater
Dcov, Rugg175m, Dhiway, Dwater,
__Dwell
Dcov, Rugg175m
Dcov, Dwater
Dcov, Dhiway, Dwater
Dcov, Rugg300m, Dwater,
__Rugg300m x Dwater
Dcov, Rugg300m, Dwater
Dcov, Rugg300m, Droads, Dwater,
__Dwell
Dcov, Dwater
Dcov, Droad, Dwater
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k
AICc
∆AICc
4 12828.6
0.0

wi
0.74

6
3
2
4

12831.7
12834.2
12835.5
12835.7

3.1
5.6
6.9
7.1

0.16
0.05
0.02
0.02

5 19600.4
4 19610.6

0.0
10.2

0.99
0.01

6 19617.3
3 19619.5
4 19621.3

16.9
19.1
20.9

<0.01
<0.01
<0.01

Table 2.3. Coefficients of the top step selection functions derived using 2-hr GPS
relocations collected on 20 GPS-collar mule deer (8 males; 12 females) and 18
GPS-collared white-tailed deer (5 males; 13 females) between 2006-2008 in eastcentral Alberta and west-central Saskatchewan. Standard errors (SE) were
adjusted using sandwich variance estimator by individual deer (Rogers 1993).
Covariate descriptions are provided in Table 2.1.



Species

Covariates

Mule deer

Dcov
Rugg175m
Dwater

-0.0028
0.0556
0.0007

0.0009
0.0205
0.0004

-4.97
3.17
2.95

< 0.01
< 0.01
0.08

White-tailed deer

Dcov
Rugg300m

-0.0074
-0.0049

0.0009
0.0270

-7.66
-0.18

< 0.01
0.86

Dwater

0.0014

0.0004

3.53

< 0.01

Rugg300m x Dwater

-0.0001

6.3E-05

-2.15

0.03
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SE

z

P-value

Table 2.4. Number of CWD positive (+) and negative (-) mule deer or white-tailed deer removed from the population
by hunter-harvest or herd reduction from 2000 to 2010 in east-central Alberta and west-central Saskatchewan, Canada.
White-tailed deer
Year
2000*
2001*
2002*
2003*
2004*
2005
2006

2009

Method
Hunter
Hunter
Hunter
Hunter
Hunter
Hunter
Cull
Hunter
Cull
Hunter
Cull
Hunter
Hunter

2010

Hunter

2007
2008

Male
+
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0 247
1 246
1 566
0 500
0 465
1 696
2

525

Alberta
Mule deer

Female
Male
+
+
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
8
0
242
1
293
0
554
2
225
0
438
2
772
2 1312 3
315
0
367
3
760
0
391
6
791
0

317

9

Saskatchewan
White-tailed deer
Mule deer
Female
Male
Female
+
+
+
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0 23
0
90
0
19
0
0
0
0
2
426 0 53
0 140
6
366 0
0
0
0
1 1273 0 154 2 185
2
444 0
0
0
0
1
929 0 32
0
26
2 1082 0 20
0
5

845

3

8

276

Total
5 3250 2 3629 26 4009 17 5392 0 291 3 457 18 489 31
*Data from these years were used to calculate connectivity to previous positives but not to construct the P IDM.

1933

45

853

0

9

0

11

Male
Female
+
+
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
1
0
1
70
1
261
0
0
0
0
3 122 1
209
0
0
0
0
1 229 5
305
0
0
0
0
5
37
8
442
1
20
6
440
2

11

Table 2.5. PIDM model parameters for predicting the probability that a harvest
deer in 2005-2010 in east-central Alberta and west-central Saskatchewan is
CWD+. Parameter values (B), standard errors (SE), confidence intervals (CI) and
standardized regression coefficients (SRC). Covariate descriptions are provided in
Table 2.1. For the species covariate mule deer is denoted by MUDE.
Covariate

B

SE

CI

SRC

Null model:
Intercept
Province (AB = 1)
Harvest (hunter = 1)
Time
Species (MUDE = 1)
Sex (male = 1)

-7.05
-1.91
-1.33
0.31
1.67
0.79

0.70
0.26
0.35
0.09
0.36
0.23

-8.42, -5.67
-2.42, -1.40
-2.02, -0.65
0.15, 0.48
0.96, 2.39
0.34, 1.24

-0.21
-0.16
0.12
0.24
0.12

Full model:
Intercept
-5.21
Agri12km
2.29
Rugg12km
-0.21
Droad
0.000557
Stream3km
0.000046
MResistance
-1.16
Province (AB = 1)
-1.39
Harvest (hunter = 1)
-2.74
Time
0.38
Species (MUDE = 1)
1.58
Sex (male = 1)
-0.09
Rugg12km x Sex
0.06
Agri12km x Droad
-0.00252
Rugg12km x Harvest
0.18
Stream3km x Province 0.000207
Droad x Province
-0.000751

0.93
-7.03, -3.39
0.63
1.04, 3.53 0.000036
0.08
-0.37, -0.06 - 0.000082
0.000267
0.00003, 0.00108 0.000015
0.000116
-0.00018, 0.00027 0.000005
0.46
-2.06, -0.27 -0.440000
0.44
-2.25, -0.54 -0.000026
0.65
-4.01, -1.47 -0.000055
0.09
0.20, 0.56 0.000025
0.37
0.85, 2.30 0.000038
0.38
-0.84, 0.65 -0.000002
0.03
0.01, 0.11 0.000023
0.008
-0.00412, -0.00093 -0.000034
0.08
0.02, 0.33 0.000077
0.000114 -0.000017, 0.000431 0.000020
0.000402 -0.00154, 0.000037 -0.000020
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Table 2.6. Top PIDM models predicting the probability that a harvested deer in
2005-2010 in east-central Alberta and west-central Saskatchewan is CWD+.
Included are the number of estimated parameters (k) and AIC weight (wi) for each
model. Covariate descriptions are provided in Table 2.1.
PIDM Covariates
1
Agri12km, Rugg12km, Droad, Stream3km,

k AIC ∆AIC
16 779.0 0.0

wi
0.61

MResistance, Province, Harvest, Time, Species,
Sex, Agri12km x Droad, Rugg12km x Sex,
Rugg12km x Harvest, Stream3km x Province,
Droad x Province
2

1 – Droad x Province

15 781.2

2.2

0.20

3

1 - Stream3km x Province

15 781.3

2.3

0.19

4

Agri12km, Rugg12km, Droad, Stream3km,
11 807.3

28.3

<0.01

7

39.1

<0.01

MResistance, Province, Harvest, Time, Species,
Sex
5

Province, Harvest, Time, Species, Sex

47

818.1

Table 2.7. The mean ( ) and standard deviation (SD) of the RISK of a deer harvested within 100-m pixel being CWD+
as predicted by PIDM and weighted by the herd composition (MM = mule deer males, MF = mule deer females, WM =
white-tailed deer males, WF = white-tailed deer females) in each wildlife management unit (WMU). Covariate
descriptions are provided in Table 2.1.
RISK
WMU

MResistance
SD

SD

Stream3km

Agri12km

SD

SD

Droad
SD

Rugg12km
SD

203

0.0067 0.0099 348.3 4899.7 2423.8 2444.7 0.82 0.17 389.7 328.6

9.7 8.1

238

0.0031 0.0042

5.6

9.4 6.3

730

0.0063 0.0037

1.2

0.1

258

0.0051 0.0040

1.7

0.3 1929.7 1776.7 0.67 0.20 384.4 312.6 13.7 9.4

500

0.0033 0.0025

1.5

0.5 2136.3 1756.6 0.27 0.23 626.2 649.3 14.2 9.5

232

0.0053 0.0059 272.3 2855.8

254

0.0054 0.0051 246.1 3895.9 1765.9 1901.6 0.81 0.13 327.6 243.3 11.2 5.5

17.6 1000.3 1641.2 0.88 0.12 344.1 280.6
546.8 1227.1 0.19 0.22 327.0 276.4

7.1 3.0

1343 2134.0 0.85 0.12 369.1 296.5 10.0 6.4
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Herd comp
MM/MF/
WM/WF
0.20/0.47/
0.08/0.25
0.08/0.19/
0.18/055
0.17/0.39/
0.11/0.33
0.04/0.10/
0.22/0.64
0.03/0.08/
0.22/0.67
0.15/0.34/
0.13/0.38
0.09/0.22/
0.17/0.52

Fig. 2.1. Location of CWD positives detected from 2000 to 2010 in east-central
Alberta and west-central Saskatchewan, Canada. CWD risk was predicted in the
western and northern wildlife management units (WMU).
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Fig. 2.2. Predicted white-tailed deer step selection function (SSF) values as a
function of terrain ruggedness within a 300-m buffer (Rugg300m) when a deer is
1000 m versus 50 m from a water body. The remaining covariate, distance to
cover, is fixed at 30 m.

50

Fig. 2.3. CWD Prevalence from 2006 to 2010 in east-central Alberta (AB) and
2005 to 2010 in west-central Saskatchewan (SK) within the study area (not
province wide) based on the hunter-harvest and herd reductions in AB and hunterharvest only in SK. Prevalence is combined for mule deer and white-tailed deer
of both sexes.
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Fig. 2.4. Probability of a deer being CWD+ according to the PIDM risk model as a
function of terrain ruggedness within a 12-km2 buffer (Rugg12km) for male and
female mule deer harvested by hunting or during the Alberta herd reduction
program. Other continuous covariates within the PIDM are set at their respective
median values, province as Alberta and year as 2010.
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Fig. 2.5. Probability of a deer being CWD+ according to the PIDM risk model as a
function of proportion of agriculture land cover within a 12-km2 buffer (Agri12km)
and distance to Road (Droad). Other continuous covariates set at respective
median values and species as mule deer, sex as male province as Alberta and year
as 2010.
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Fig. 2.6. Mean CWD risk for 7 Alberta WMUs derived from prediction of PIDM at
100-m resolution and weighted by species and sex compositions including:
observed composition, even species and sex, all mule deer (MUDE), all whitetailed deer (WTDE), mule deer males and mule deer females. The year in the P IDM
is set to 2011.
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Fig. 2.7. CWD risk maps for 7 Alberta WMUs (203, 730, 232, 238, 254, 258 and
500) based on the PIDM risk models with risk values weighted by species and sex
proportions based on male mule deer (A, C) or female white-tailed deer (B, D)
where A and B PIDM values share the same values that denote pixel shading to
highlight the difference in risk values between the two maps. While the C and D
pixel values are adjusted to make relative value rankings the same by using equal
area bins.
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Fig. 2.8. CWD risk map for 7 WMUs (203, 730, 232, 238, 254, 258 and 500)
based on the predictions of the PIDM risk model with species and sex weightings
proportional to estimated herd compositions specific to each WMU. The year in
the PIDM is set to 2011.
56

Fig. 2.9. A) CWD risk map for wildlife management unit 730 based on the PIDM risk model with species and sex
weightings proportional to estimated herd composition, and landscape covariate inputs for deriving P IDM: B) Average
landscape resistance to previously detected CWD cases (MResistance), C) Streams, roads and agriculture and D) Terrain
ruggedness (Rugg12km).
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Fig. 2.10. A) Landscape resistance, which is the inverse of connectivity
(MResistance) and B) mean distance (km) to previously detected CWD+ cases
mapped for the 7 “disease-free” WMUs (203, 730, 232, 238, 254, 258 and 500).
Resistance is based on a combination of a step selection function for mule deer
and circuit theory.
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Fig. 2.11. CWD risk map for 7 WMUs (203, 730, 232, 238, 254, 258 and 500) based on: A) PIDM risk model, B) PIDM
with proximity covariate and C) PIDM with proximity and quadratic for agriculture covariate. All risk predictions are
weighted by species and sex proportional to estimated herd compositions specific to each WMU with year set to 2011.
For each map, PIDM values are grouped into 5 quantile bins for comparing relative values across maps.
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CHAPTER 3
A TALE OF TWO SPECIES: COMPARING SOURCE-SINK HABATAT
BETWEEN MULE AND WHITE-TAILED DEER
Introduction
Habitat selection and species occurrence models are used extensively for
conservation and management purposes because they are assumed to identify
quality habitat (Guisan & Thuiller 2005; Jensen et al. 2008; Qi et al. 2012).
However, these metrics do not always reflect the fitness of the animals using them
(Morrison 2001; Gilroy et al. 2011). As a result, an alternative approach to
assessing habitat quality has now been developed based on both, habitat selection
and the fitness consequences of using that habitat (Naves et al. 2003; Nielsen et
al. 2006). This approach identifies areas likely to be selected that also result in
high reproduction and survival, designated as source habitat (Pulliam 1988; Dias
1996), and conversely areas that are selected but result in low reproduction and
survival, designated as sink habitat (Delibes et al. 2001; Fletcher et al. 2012).
To date, applications of this approach have focused on identifying sourcesink habitats using only survival or reproduction, yet fitness is dependent on both
(Griffin & Mills 2009). Extending these source-sink analyses based on the
consequences for both survival and reproduction, may allow for a more complete
understanding of habitat quality. Further, applications have been restricted to
endangered species like greater sage-grouse (Centrocercus urophasianus,
Aldridge & Boyce 2007) and brown bears (Ursus arctos, Falcucci et al. 2009)
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because of the emphasis on critical habitats for preventing loss of small
populations. However, the approach may prove useful for a broader range of
species including large ungulates, whose spatial variation in fitness may
necessitate local management actions, such as providing greater hunting
opportunities, reducing crop damage, or controlling the spread of disease
(Allombert et al. 2005; Langenberg et al. 2008; Knight et al. 2009; Hansen 2011)
In this Chapter, I compare the spatial distribution of source-sink habitats for
mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) and white-tailed deer (O. virginianus) as a first
step in linking habitat characteristics to populations for predicting the spatial
spread of chronic wasting disease (CWD). Potapov et al. (2012) found that
survival and recruitment influence prevalence rates and likelihood of disease
eradication using non-spatial CWD models. Specifically, increased mortality rates
reduce CWD prevalence by removing infected individuals prior to them
transmitting the disease to healthy deer. While a high recruitment rate can reduce
prevalence by diluting the proportion of infected individuals within the
population. Further study of the spatial variation in survival and recruitment
within deer habitat, via the identification of sources and sinks, would help to
inform future spatially explicit CWD spread models of the consequences of
habitat on disease transmission and prevalence.
To identify source and sink areas in east-central Alberta for these two deer
species, I generally followed the approach of Nielsen et al. (2006) by combining
the probability that an area is selected with probabilities of fitness. However, I
derived three source-sink evaluations that were related to seasonal habitat
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selection and fitness metrics for pregnancy, hunting mortality and non-hunting
mortality. The focus of identifying source-sink habitat was on adult, female deer
because they have a disproportionately high influence on the population growth
rate (Gaillard et al. 2000; Gaillard et al. 2010). For pregnancy, I focused on
summer habitats because ungulates can compensate for loss of body reserves
during winter (Cook et al. 2004; Hurley et al. 2011), and those that reach high
body fat by fall have higher pregnancy rates or number of fetuses (Mitchell et al.
1976, Johnstone-Yellin et al. 2009). Reproductive source-sink habitats were
derived from models of summer habitat selection by female radio-collared deer,
pregnancy rates of deer harvested during a late winter CWD surveillance program
in 2005-2007 and summer use areas assumed from kill site locations.
For mortality risk, I separated risks into hunting and non-hunting because
being killed by hunters has been reported to relate to hunter access (Gratson &
Whitman 2000; Stedman et al. 2004; Farmer et al. 2006; Frair et al. 2007), less
escape cover (Grovenburg et al. 2011) and the existence of hunting refuges
(Harden et al. 2005; Storm et al. 2007). In contrast, non-hunting mortality is
related to starvation, accidents, disease and predation. Deer can select for habitats
that reduce either energy demands by providing thermal cover and lower snow
depths that increases forage availability or reduces predation risk (DePerno et al.
2003; Bowyer & Kie 2009; Lishawa et al. 2007; DelGiudice et al. 2002;
Delgiudice et al. 2006). Risk of mortality was derived from selection patterns of
female collared deer in the fall (hunting mortality) and year-round (non-hunting
mortality), and the probabilities of collared deer of either sex being harvested in
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the fall or killed year-round. The inclusion of males into mortality risk was
necessary to increase the sample of mortalities, but I assessed sex-specific habitat
risk using interactions between sex and habitat covariates. Seasonal habitat
selection was modeled in all cases with a resource selection probability function
(RSPF, Lele 2009).
Further, Ideal Free Distribution theory predicts that animal densities should
be greater in high quality habitats except under some circumstances (see Van
Horne 1983). As animal densities build up in the high quality habitats, some
animals are expected to move to poorer quality habitats with lower density to
equalize their fitness (Fretwell & Lucus 1970). Indeed, in 93 of the 109 bird
populations reviewed by Bock and Jones (2004) a positive relationship was found
between density and reproductive fitness, suggesting that density is a good
measure of habitat quality. As a result, higher densities of deer should be found in
areas identified as source habitats than in areas indicated by mean RSPF values
alone if adding a fitness component to evaluation of habitat quality is important.
Therefore, I used a model selection approach to (1) evaluate whether densities of
deer in winter were more related to a habitat metric based on habitat selection and
fitness than on habitat selection alone, and (2) to determine the best set of
components for assessing habitat quality for mule deer and white-tailed deer,
assuming high deer densities indicated high habitat quality. My assessment was
conducted with deer densities in winter because estimates were available only for
this season. Because measurement scale can influence estimates of density
(McArdle et al. 1990; Smallwood & Schonewald 1998), I conducted the analysis
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at three scales that were all larger than the home range of deer in this region
(Silbernagel et al. 2010). Finally, animals are expected to select for habitat that
increases their fitness (Morris 2003; Morris 2011) but if they cannot perceive the
poor conditions of the habitat they may actually select for habitat that reduces
their fitness (Kolbe & Janzen 2002; Arlt & Part 2007; Hollander et al. 2011).
Therefore, I also tested whether deer selected for habitat which improved their
fitness.
Materials and Methods
STUDY AREA
The study site is a 13,268 km2 area near Chauvin, Alberta (52º41’35.23”N,
110º08’22.23” W) along the Alberta-Saskatchewan provincial boundary. The area
is aspen parkland (Bird 1961) and dominated by agricultural development (70%
of land cover, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada 2012). Undeveloped areas
consist of small stands of mixed trembling aspen Populus tremuloides Michx. and
balsam poplar Populus balsamifera L. forest (2%). There are also shrublands
(11%) of primarily Elaeagnus commutata L., Amelanchier alnifolia Nutt., Prunus
spp. and Symphoricarpos spp. and native grasslands (14%) of mainly plains rough
fescue Festuca halli (Vasey) Piper (Acton et al. 1998) within undeveloped areas.
The Battle River is the principal drainage along with its major tributary the
Ribstone Creek. The largest lake is 9301 hectares although numerous smaller
lakes, ponds and wetlands are found throughout the area (3% of land cover).
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Both deer species are hunted during an archery only (3 September – 14
October), primitive weapons (15 October – 31 October) or general (1 November –
20 December) hunting season. Prior to 2008 there was no primitive weapons
season, instead the archery only season extended to 31 October. Allowable
harvest is regulated with an open license for white-tailed deer, but the availability
of mule deer licenses is restricted by a limited draw (Data on file). However, in
2008 an open license for antlerless mule deer was instituted with the goal of
increasing harvest in response to chronic wasting disease. Besides human hunters,
the primary predator is coyotes (Canis latrans Say). Average daily temperatures
from 1971 to 2000 ranged from 16.6° C in July to -14.5° C in January, with yearly
cumulative precipitation averaging 408 mm (Environment Canada 2011). Winter
snow pack lasted from 17 November to 10 April with an average depth of
23.1±10.1 cm (SD) in winter 2007–2008, and from 3 December to 8 April with an
average depth of 19.0±11.86 cm in 2008–2009.
Deer Capture and Monitoring. A total of 128 mule deer (43 males, 85 females)
and 142 white-tailed deer (41 males, 101 females) were captured using helicopter
net-gunning (Barrett et al. 1982) or Clover traps (Clover 1954), and collared with
VHF (103 white-tailed deer, 80 mule deer, LOTEK LMRT-3, Lotek Wireless,
Newmarket, Ontario, Canada) or GPS-collars (39 white-tailed deer, 48 mule deer,
Lotek 3300S/4400S or HABIT GPS, H.A.B.I.T Research Ltd., Victoria, BC,
Canada). Male collars included a section of elastic surgical tubing to allow for
neck-swelling during the mating season. Deer were monitored from 8 February
2006 to 27 February 2010, with VHF-collared deer relocated on average every
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12.9 days (SD = 8.4; median = 12.0) using ground-based and aerial telemetry.
GPS collars were programmed to relocate deer every 1 to 6 hr (mean = 2.1hr, SD
= 1.6) and to detach after 11 months. All capture and handling protocols were
approved by an animal care committee and complied with provincial permits
(Univ. Alberta #4941001; Alberta Sustainable Resource Development RP:
#39576, CL: 39504; Alberta Tourism, Parks, and Recreation #RC09EC003,
RC09EC005; Saskatchewan Ministry of Environment #09FW028). Triangulation
accuracy of locations for VHF-collared deer were not evaluated, but assumed to
be within the range reported in other large mammal studies (mean = 267 m, range
= 180 – 476 m, n = 6, Horner & Powell 1990; Kauhala & Tiilikainen 2002; Jones
& Pelton 2003; Hebblewhite 2006; Storlie 2006; Walter et al. 2006). GPS collars
had an average positional error of 7.5 ± 8.4 m (SD) with 1142 of 1148 fix
attempts successful, based on collars hung in a stationary position at a height of 1
m for 1 to 7 days in three different vegetation types (Appendix 7).
HABITAT SELECTION
Deer Location Data. Seasonal habitat selection was modeled with a resource
selection probability function (Lele & Keim 2006; Lele 2009) for adult female
deer during four periods: all year, summer (1 May – 29 Nov), winter (30 Nov – 30
April) and the hunting season (3 Sept – 20 Dec). RSPFs were constructed
independently for each species with GPS locations from 22 female mule deer and
24 female white-tailed deer. The same deer were monitored in all seasons, to
ensure consistency for detecting seasonal changes in habitat selection.
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Resource Selection Probability Function. Seasonal probability of selection was
quantified using a weighted distribution approach developed by Johnson et al.
(2006) and using software provided by Lele (2009). Because the software does
not accommodate mixed models and deer were located an unequal number of
times, I randomly selected 850 locations per deer across all seasons (Appendix 8).
For each species, 10,000 random locations were obtained within a minimum
convex polygon derived from all seasonal locations to represent availability of the
whole landscape (Appendix 9). This resulted in a density of 3.8/km2 and 3.7/km2
available locations within the study area for mule and white-tailed deer
respectively in each season. RSPF parameters were estimated with the
ResourceSelection package in R (version 2.13.1, R Development Core Team
2011) using the logit link function and Nelder-Mead likelihood estimator,
providing the following logistic equation:

eqn 3.1.

where

is the probability of selection during season with

parameters and

…

…

estimated

are habitat covariates. Habitat covariates were chosen to

reflect anthropogenic disturbance, predation risk, and food resources (see
HABITAT COVARIATES), and were measured within 6 circular buffer sizes
(120, 240, 500, 1000, 3000 and 5000 m radius). Covariates were not included in
the same model if strongly correlated, based on Spearman’s rank correlation (rs
0.50, P < 0.05). Competing models were ranked more conservatively using
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) because it has a stricter parameter penalty
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than AIC (Burnham & Anderson 2002). For source-sink habitat classification
RSPF models were predicted across the study area at a 30-m pixel resolution
using eqn 3.1.
RSPF Evaluation. RSPF models were evaluated for correspondence with deer use
following Johnson et al. (2006) based on an independent set of locations from
female VHF-collared deer (76 mule deer, 95 white-tailed deer) and GPS collars (9
mule deer, 6 white-tailed deer) withheld from the RSPF dataset. The RSPF values
for the MCP encompassing the independent deer locations were grouped into 10
bins and the predicted proportion of locations within bin was calculated using
the area-weighted formula:

eqn 3.2.

where

is the midpoint value with a range of RSPF values for bin ,

is the

number of 30-m pixels of bin and is the total number of bins. Because in this
analysis the locations across deer were not equal (2 – 5615 locations/deer), I
calculated observed use as the mean proportion of locations across individuals
occurring in each bin. The degree of correlation between the mean observed
proportion and predicted proportions were assessed using Spearman’s rank
correlation assuming a monotonic relationship.
DEER SURVIVAL
Deer Mortalities. Mortalities among a total of 270 collared deer of both sexes
(128 mule deer, 142 white-tailed deer) with VHF and GPS collars were
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investigated within 24 hours of detecting a VHF mortality signal. The average
length of time between signal detection and presumed time of mortality of 8.4
days (SD = 6.5). The kill location was considered the site of deer remains. Cause
of death was classified as: hunter-harvest, vehicle collision, coyote predation,
disease or unknown. I used cause-specific criteria to classify types of deaths that
included detection of coyote tracks and scat, collar condition (i.e. cut or chewed),
human garbage, boot tracks and tire markings (Woolsey 1985; Gauthier & Larsen
1986). If a cause could not be determined (28% of all mortalities) it was classified
as unknown. Hunters reported harvested deer directly to Alberta Fish and Wildlife
as part of the chronic wasting disease surveillance program and the herd reduction
program. If no harvest location was provided (6 of 40 hunting mortalities) the last
known location was considered the kill site. Any unknown death < 30 days postcapture (n = 2) was considered a capture myopathy (Beringer et al. 1996) and
were censored, along with deer harvested during the herd reduction program (n =
6).
Annual Survival Rates. Annual survival rates were calculated for all causes of
mortality using a Kaplan-Meier survival analysis (Therneau & Grambsch 2000;
Therneau 2012). Data were pooled among years to create a recurrent year from 1
May to 30 April (Fieberg & DelGiudice 2009). Differences in survival rates
between species and sex were evaluated with a score test after fitting a CPH
because it can utilize left-censored data (Hosmer et al. 2008). The score test
evaluates the likelihood of the null hypothesis that β = 0 (i.e. species has no effect
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on survival rate) based on a null chi-squared distribution (Therneau & Grambsch
2000).
Cox Proportional Hazards Models. To determine the effects of habitat conditions
on hunting and non-hunting (coyote, disease, vehicle collision and unknown)
sources of mortality I derived independent CPH models (Cox 1972; Andersen &
Gill 1982). I rarified the GPS and VHF locations to one location per day. Deer
were censored if they were not located after > 29 days but were re-entered if
relocated. Mortality dates were set as the mid-point between the date of the last
known location and date of mortality detection, except where the mortality date
was known with certainty (i.e. reported by hunter). I followed the approach of
Therneau & Grambsch (2000) and divided time intervals into daily observations
because they suggest it does not lead to bias in the parameters of time-dependent
covariates of the CPH. I used a study-based time scale where time was measured
continuously as the number of days since first deer capture (8 February 2006)
because it did not require the modeling of complex temporal variation in mortality
risk (Fieberg & DelGiudice 2009).
I used the COXPH function as part of the survival package (Therneau 2012)
in R (version 2.13.1, R Development Core Team 2011), which uses the counting
process formulation of Anderson and Gill (1982) and allows for left and right
truncation as well as re-entry of individuals (Heisey & Fuller 1985). I used the
CPH model:

)
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eqn 3.3.

where

is the cause specific hazard rate,

habitat covariate and

is the base-line hazard rate,

is a

an estimated parameter (Parmar et al. 1995). The

regression was performed separately for hunting and non-hunting (Kalbfleisch &
Prentice 2002; Putter et al. 2007), where non-hunting included mortalities of
unknown cause. The unknown mortalities were assumed to be unrelated to
hunting because their remains were never associated with any evidence of hunting
morality, and the majority of unknown mortalities (81%) occurred outside of the
hunting season. I did not use a competing risk analysis with data augmentation
(Lunn & McNeil 1995) because hunting and non-hunting mortality risk was not
proportional. Also, separate analyses can provide nearly identical parameter
estimates for the same dataset (Putter et al. 2007; Bakoyannis & Touloumi 2012)
and allow more flexibility in differences in covariate inclusion. Proportionality
assumption of the CPH model was tested using Schoenfeld residual plots and
graphical methods (Therneau & Grambsch 2000; Cleves 2010).
For both hunting and non-hunting CPH models, I included species, sex and
age, as well as their interactions with habitat covariates (see HABITAT
COVARIATES). Deer age was categorized upon capture as either adult (≥ 24
months, 75% of captures) or yearlings (12 – 23 months, 13%) based on chest girth
measurements and tooth eruption (Larson & Taber 1980). For a portion of deer
(12%) classification as either adults or yearlings was uncertain; for this analysis
they were assumed to be adults. Ages of yearlings were changed to adult on 3
June, which was the average reported mean parturition date for mule (Hamlin &
Mackie 1989; Whittaker & Lindzey 1999; Johnstone-Yellin et al. 2006;
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Johnstone-Yellin et al. 2009) and white-tailed deer (Verme 1977; DelGiudice et
al. 1986; Whittaker & Lindzey 1999; Swanson et al. 2008). I evaluated nonlinearity in the forms of the covariates using martingale residual plots (Therneau
& Grambsch 2000; Cleves 2010).
Competing models were ranked based on Akaike information criterion
adjusted for small sample size (AICc, Burnham & Anderson 2002), with sample
size considered as the number of mortalities (Hosmer et al. 2008). Final models
were evaluated by first summing the daily predicted risk for each deer and
dividing by the number of days the deer was monitored, then calculating the area
under the receiver operator curve (AUC, Fielding & Bell 1997) for mean daily
risk between deer with observed mortalities versus those without using R 2.13.1
package ROCR (Sing et al. 2009). For source-sink habitat classification, CPH
models were predicted across the study area at a 30-m pixel resolution using the
exponential component of eqn 3.3.
PREGNANCY RATES
Pregnancy Data. Pregnancy rates were calculated based on female mule and
white-tailed deer harvested during a winter herd reduction program for CWD in
March of 2005-2007. The herd reduction program harvested all detected deer
within a 10-km radius of previously known CWD positive cases using sharp
shooters on the ground (2005 and 2006) and/or in helicopters (2007). For each
deer the GPS location of the kill site and age based on tooth eruption and wear
(Larson & Taber 1980) were recorded. I used only white-tailed deer harvested in
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2005 when the number of fetuses per deer was recorded (n = 325). Because so
few mule deer (32) were harvested in 2005, mule deer from all years (2005-2007)
were included in the analysis (n = 353) but for these deer pregnant or not was
recorded instead of the number of fetuses.
Summer Habitat Use Buffer. Habitat conditions surrounding the kill sites were
measured within a circular buffer area of 6.74 km2 for mule deer and 4.82 km2 for
white-tailed deer, reflecting the average size of their respective summer home
ranges (E. Merrill unpublished data). However, because buffers around kill sites
of deer harvested in late winter may not have reflected the actual area a deer used
during the summer, I first evaluated how well the winter buffers reflected deer’s
summer use area using collared mule deer (VHF = 34, GPS = 14) and white-tailed
deer (VHF = 49, GPS = 13). For each collared deer, I randomly selected a
hypothetical harvest location among known locations in late winter (1 February –
31 March). Then placing varying buffer sizes (0.1 – 25 km2) around that location I
calculated what proportion of locations in the previous summer (1 May – 30
November) were within that buffer to determine ability to reflect a summer use
area.
Pregnancy Model. To quantify the habitat influence on reproduction, I modeled
the pregnancy status of harvested females as a function of the landscape
characteristics within a buffer surrounding each kill location using a logistic
model:
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eqn 3.4.
where

…

include covariates for deer age (fawn or adult), habitat

characteristics of the kill site and previous winter severity, and

…

are the

estimated coefficients. Pregnancy status for white-tailed deer was set as ≥ 2
fetuses (1) or < 2 fetuses (0) because 77% of all white-tailed deer were pregnant,
but for mule deer the status was denoted as pregnant (1) or not (0). Habitat
covariates reflected food resources, predation risk and anthropogenic disturbance
(see HABITAT COVARIATES). Competing models were ranked and evaluated
based on small sample size AICc (Burnham & Anderson 2002). If the top ranked
model lacked strong support (i.e. AICc weight < 70%) then I model averaged
those models constituting the top > 95% AICc weight (Anderson 2008). The final
pregnancy models were evaluated using area under the receiver operator curve
(Fielding & Bell 1997) using reclassified data. I assessed the spatial
autocorrelation in model residuals by fitting a spline to the plotted correlogram
with bootstrap confidence intervals (Cliff & Ord 1981; Bjornstad & Falck 2001).
For source-sink habitat classification pregnancy models were predicted across the
study area at a 30-m pixel resolution using equation 4.
SOURCE-SINK HABITAT
Fitness and Selection Correlation. Spatial correlation between the predictions of
the fitness models (pregnancy, hunting and non-hunting) and the predictions of
seasonal habitat selection were calculated from 1000 random locations in the
study area using Spearman’s ranks correlation. To help visualize the relationship
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between fitness and selection, linear and loess smoothed lines were fit to the two
plotted factors.
Mapping Source and Sink Habitat. RSPF values for females in summer, hunting
season and all year were predicted across the study area (30-m pixels); the values
were divided into ten ranked bins of equal area. At random 0.10 of the deer
locations would therefore be expected within each bin. I therefore classified each
bin into three habitat types based on the observed proportion of independent deer
locations occurring in each bin using the following cut-offs: low selection < 0.10,
secondary = 0.10 and primary > 0.10 (Appendix 10). The independent deer
locations were from the same VHF and GPS collared deer used to assess RSPF
models (see above). The primary and secondary habitat classes were denoted as
source where they overlapped the highest 50% of pregnancy fitness values and the
lowest 50% of the hunting and non-hunting CPH values and designated as sink
below or above these respective values. The 50% cut-off for the predicted
pregnancy values represents a 0.91 probability of pregnancy for mule deer. As a
result, the study area was divided into five habitat classes: unattractive, primary
source, secondary source, primary sink and secondary sink.
Source-Sink, RSPF and Density. To evaluate whether adding fitness components
explained deer density better than an RSPF alone, I used a Poisson generalized
linear model (lme4 package in R, Bates et al. 2012) to relate winter deer densities
(rounded to the nearest integer value) to the amount of source (both primary and
secondary) habitat based on probability of pregnancy (1), hunting survival (2),
non-hunting survival (3) or mean winter RSPF values (4) within square grid cells
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of three sizes (25.3 km2, 50.6 km2 and 101.2 km2). These cell sizes were chosen
because they were many times larger than a deer home range (25.3 km2 cell 2-6x
the size, 50.6km2 is 4-11x and 101.2 km2 is 8-22x, E. Merrill unpublished data).
Competing models were ranked based on small sample size AICc (Burnham &
Anderson 2002), with sample size equal to the number of unique grid cells at each
grid scale (25.3 km2 = 187 cells, 50.6km2 = 103 cells and 101.2 km2 = 53 cells).
Deer densities were estimated from aerial population surveys from 2007 – 2009
(details below). A unique identifier for each cell was included as a random effect
to account for repeated measures of density in different years. Because herd
reductions were completed in the same area and time period (2005-2008), I
included the number of deer culled within a cell in all previous years as a
covariate to account for any reduction in density.
Deer population surveys were completed by experienced Alberta Fish and
Wildlife crews using a helicopter covering pre-determined flight lines, which
were either 400 or 1600 m apart representing 100% and 25% coverage
respectively. Surveys were completed in January when trees lacked foliage and
snow was typically present, which helped to maximize deer detectability. I did not
correct for bias in deer sightability, but detection of deer in this study area was >
90% when snow was present (Habib et al. in press). I used surveyed data that
covered the Canadian Forces Base Wainwright (WMU 728/730) in 2007 and 2009
as well as WMU 234 and 236 in 2008 and 2009. The Wainwright base and the
study blocks within 234 and 236 were surveyed with 100% coverage while the
remainder of 234 and 236 received 25% coverage. Only grid cells with > 20%
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coverage were included in the analysis. The deer density

in grid cell was

estimated with the following equation:

eqn 3.5.

Where

is the number of deer detected within cell and

is the area (km2)

surveyed within cell . The area surveyed was determined by buffering the survey
flight lines by 200 m.
HABITAT COVARIATES
RSPF Habitat Covariates. Anthropogenic disturbance including roads, linear
features (roads, cut-lines, railroads and pipelines) and oil and gas wells with
covariates measured both as the proximity to these features or the density within a
buffer (Table 3.1). Habitat covariates which may increase or decrease predation
risk included: proportion of forest and shrub cover, terrain ruggedness and slope,
stream density and proximity and proximity or density of water bodies (lakes and
ponds). For food resources I used the amount of agriculture or native grassland
within a buffer. Also, the mean normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI),
tassel cap greenness, shrub biomass, forb biomass, grass biomass, herbaceous
biomass (sum of forb and grass) and total biomass (sum of shrub, forb and grass)
within a buffer were used to index food resources. Where appropriate, I tested for
covariate interactions with a binary covariate for near to the Battle River or
Ribstone Creek (≤ 1 km) and evaluated non-linearity in habitat selection by
including a 2nd order polynomial. All continuous covariates were standardized by
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subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard error observed among the
whole year dataset (Appendix 11). For details on spatial data used to calculate the
habitat covariates see the SPATIAL HABITAT DATA section below.
CPH Habitat Covariates. The hunting CPH included habitat covariates for
amount of cover (forest and shrubs), open habitat (agriculture and grassland) and
terrain ruggedness in 3 different buffer sizes around each location. Buffer sizes
corresponded with the mean minimum convex polygon encompassing daily
movements by GPS-collared deer (0.4 km radius, SD = 0.5 km, n = 307), a small
seasonal home range (1-km radius) and large seasonal home range (2-km radius,
E. Merrill unpublished data). The smallest buffer is larger than the error
associated with VHF telemetry locations and hunter reported kill sites. I also used
distance to the nearest cover patch, town, road and linear features (roads, pipelines
and seismic lines). To reflect areas with both hunter access (linear features) and
deer vulnerability (open habitat) I created a covariate for the proportion of open
habitat also within 0.3 km of a linear feature. Additionally, I included two
indicator (0/1) covariates related to hunter access: location within provincial parks
where hunting is illegal and location on public land, where hunters may have
higher access compared to private land where permission to access is legally
required.
For the non-hunting CPH models, I included the distance to water (ponds,
lakes and rivers), terrain slope, terrain ruggedness and amount of cover to
represent non-human predation risk. Exposure to forage was measured as a
running mean of the current and all past locations since June 1 of the amount of:
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forbs, grass, shrub and total biomass, NDVI, tassel cap greenness, proportion of
agriculture and grassland all calculated within 400-m buffer around each location.
The date of 1 June was chosen to to represent the annual cycle of body condition
in wild ungulates (Hewison et al. 1996; DelGiudice et al. 1992). To capture the
importance of forest and shrub cover during the winter, I calculated a running
mean of the proportion of forest, shrub and a combination of both within a 400-m
buffer throughout winter (30 Nov – 30 April), with the mean value on the last day
of winter held constant throughout the next summer to reflect the lingering effect
of winter.
Pregnancy Habitat Covariates. Within the summer use buffer I measured the
forage availability with a series of covariates including: average vegetation
biomass by cover type, NDVI, tassel cap greenness and amount of agriculture. For
average vegetation biomass I used separate covariates for shrub biomass, forb
biomass, grass biomass, herbaceous biomass (sum of forb and grass) and total
biomass (sum of shrub, forb and grass). To capture landscape factors, which
would impact foraging efficiency via perceived predation risk (Lima 1998;
Blanchard & Fritz 2007; Creel et al. 2007), I included: terrain ruggedness, amount
of cover, road density, oil and gas well density, stream density and distance to
town. Age was also included because pregnancy rates of adults are more robust to
nutritional condition compared to fawns and yearlings (Verme 1969; Abler et al.
1976). Because an attempt was made to remove all deer in the vicinity, density
(deer/km2) of other deer harvested during the herd reduction program was
included as a covariate to account for potential resource competition negatively
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impacting pregnancy rates (Coulson et al. 2000; Nicholson et al. 2006). Winter
severity was calculated as the number of days with snow depths > 38cm and
minimum temperatures < -17.7 °C from 1 November to 1 May (DelGiudice et al.
2002; Dawe 2011). Temperature and snow depth were collected by Environment
Canada (2012), with measurements recorded in Lloydminster, Alberta which was
on the Northern extent of the study area.
SPATIAL HABITAT DATA
Land Cover. Land cover proportions for forest, shrub, and both forest and shrub
cover, agriculture and grasslands were derived with ETM+ multi-spectral imagery
and Landsat 5 TM at a 30-m resolution (Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada
2010). Terrain slope and ruggedness were calculated using an 18-m resolution
digital elevation model. Distance to well sites with an accuracy of ± 20 m was
measured for active, abandoned and newly licensed oil and gas wells current as of
23 January 2006. All GIS layers were provided by Saskatchewan Environment,
Spatial Data Warehouse Ltd. and Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada.
Vegetation Biomass. To determine grass, forb and shrub biomass, vegetation was
sampled during 20-25 July in 174 transects, 25 or 50-m in length, in 2007 (59
transects) and 2008 (111 transects). In total, 12-25 sites were sampled in five
vegetation communities (grassland, shrubland, forest, agriculture and wetland).
Transects were sampled by clipping all forbs and grasses within 0.25 m2 quadrats
placed at 5-m intervals and visually estimating the proportion of clipped biomass
that was the current annual growth. Vegetation clippings were dried at 50°C for
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48 hours to obtain the dry weight. Dried weights were corrected by the proportion
estimated to be the current annual growth, and averaged across sites within
vegetation communities (Appendix 12).
Shrub biomass was estimated by first quantifying a basal diameter (BD) to
biomass relationship for each shrub species following Visscher et al. (2006) from
6 to 30 individual stems collected in 2007. For each stem, BD was measured and
the leaves and current annual growth (CAG) removed, and oven dried at 100 °C
for 72 hours before weighing to the nearest 0.01 g. Biomass of stem CAG and
leaves were then modeled separately for individual species as a function of BD
using either linear or power relationships (Appendix 13). At each sample site,
total number of stems for each shrub species was counted within 3 to 6 8-m2 plots
located at 10-m intervals along the transect and quantified the mean BD from 5
stems of representative size for each species. To determine species specific shrub
biomass within plots, the average stem BD for each species was used to predict
the average leaf and stem CAG biomass for each species and multiplied by the
mean total number of stems within a plot. Shrub biomass estimates were averaged
across plots to estimate the mean and standard deviation in grass, forb and shrub
biomass along each transect. I then averaged shrub biomass across each
vegetation community (Appendix 12). I assume that biomass values are
proportional across community types throughout the year, because the regions
habitat is open with forests having relatively open canopy cover.
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Results
HABITAT SELECTION
According to the top RSPF models selected based on AIC ranking
(Appendix 14), both deer species selected woody cover, with white-tailed deer
selecting for intermediate areas of agriculture and areas with more fragmented
cover patches reflected by edge density, and mule deer selecting for areas with a
large extent native grassland and rugged terrain (Table 3.2, Appendix 15). Whitetailed deer selected for rugged terrain only within 1 km of the Battle River or
Ribstone Creek or during the hunting season. White-tailed deer avoided areas
with high road densities during all times of the year and showed neither selection
nor avoidance of well sites. In contrast, mule deer avoidance of anthropogenic
areas varied seasonally with avoidance of roads only in winter and well sites in
the summer and hunting season.
RSPF values of both species were strongly related (rs = 0.72 to 1.00) to use
of the landscape by an independent set of collared-deer (Table 3.3, Appendix 16).
For both species-specific RSPF there was stronger correlation for the whole year
and during winter than in summer or the hunting season.
DEER SURVIVAL
Cause-specific Mortalities. Deer were monitored an average of 428.3 ± 303.9
days (SD) per deer. There were 79 mortalities (38 white-tailed and 41 mule deer)
including 40 that were attributed to hunter-harvest and 39 were non-hunting
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related (26 unknown, 1 disease, 4 vehicle collision and 8 coyote). Hunting-related
deaths comprised a higher proportion of mule deer (66%) than white-tailed deer
(34%) mortalities (exact binomial test, P<0.01) and especially males. Hunting
deaths peaked in November, which corresponded with the rifle hunting season for
deer (Fig. 3.1.A). Most coyote-related mortalities (75%) occurred during the
winter months, while mortalities of unknown causes and vehicle collisions were
distributed throughout the year except during the hunting season (Fig. 3.1.B).
Annual Survival Rates. Annual mule deer survival was 0.72 ± 0.04 (SE) and was
no different than white-tailed deer (0.79 ± 0.03, P=0.12). However, males of both
species had significantly lower survival (0.62 ± 0.07) compared to females (0.79 ±
0.02, P = 0.03). Mule deer males had the lowest survival rate overall (0.52 ± 0.09,
Table 3.4), while the mule deer females and white-tailed deer of both sexes were
relatively similar (0.74 - 0.80, P<0.01). When annual survival rates were divided
into hunting and non-hunting causes, white-tailed deer had higher survival from
hunting than mule deer but the opposite was true for non-hunting (Fig. 3.2).
Cox Proportional Hazard Models. The top two models predicting the risk of
mortality met proportional hazards assumptions based on Schoenfeld residuals
goodness of fit test for hunting (2 = 2.18, P = 0.90) and non-hunting (2 = 3.34,
P = 0.50). For the top ranked models there were no covariates that appeared both
in the hunting and non-hunting models for either species (Table 3.5). In the top
hunting model, male deer were more vulnerable to hunter-harvest than females
(Table 3.6), were less likely to be harvested in a provincial park, and in areas with
a high proportion of woody cover. White-tailed deer were most vulnerable to
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hunting when on gentle slopes and mule deer on steep slopes. In the non-hunting
but not the hunting model, yearlings were less likely to survive than adults. Deer
that used native grasslands throughout the year and areas with more abundant
forest cover in the winter were less likely to die from non-hunting mortality.
DEER REPRODUCTION
Pregnancy Rates. Adults of both species were much more likely to be pregnant
than fawns (Table 3.7). A higher percentage of white-tailed deer fawns were
pregnant (23%) than mule deer (8%, X2 = 7.46, df = 1, P = 0.01), but there was no
difference in adult pregnancy rates between the species (X 2= 0.0003, df = 1, P >
0.90). Fourteen percent of adult mule deer had a litter of one and 86% had a litter
size of two; no observations were made of triplets or greater (Appendix 17). In
white-tailed deer, 16% of the adult females had litter sizes of one, 73% had twins,
and 9% had triplets. One adult white-tailed deer had four fetuses and another had
five. Adult mule deer had an average of 1.58 fetuses/female (SD = 0.76) while
adult white-tailed deer had 1.71 fetuses/female (SD = 0.84) but this difference
was not significant according to a Mann-Whitney rank sum test (P = 0.46).
Buffer Size for Summer Use Areas. For both species, resident deer had a greater
proportion of their summer points within the hypothetical cull buffer than
migrants (Fig. 3.3). For white-tailed deer buffers equal in size to a summer home
range had 36.5% ± 5.1 (SE) of summer locations for residents and 7.5% ± 5.0 for
migrators. A much greater portion of resident (57.2% ± 6.0) and migratory (11.0%
± 8.9) mule deer summer locations were present in an area the size of their
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summer home range than for white-tailed deer. I used a buffer of 15.8 km2 (2240m radius) that encompassed 60% of locations of resident white-tailed deer
because home range-sized buffer of white-tailed deer captured so few summer
locations.
Pregnancy Models. For both species there was no evidence of significant spatial
autocorrelation in the pregnancy model based on visual inspection of the spline
fitted to the correlograms (Appendix 18). Age appeared in the top models for both
species (Table 3.8). The odds of an adult mule deer being pregnant was 181x
more than fawns but only 42x for white-tailed deer (eβ, Table 3.9). There was no
detectable habitat influence on white-tailed deer pregnancy status. WSI in the
previous winter reduced pregnancy rates among mule deer but I could not test for
the effect WSI in white-tailed deer because data were available from only a single
year. Mule deer were more likely to be pregnant in areas with rugged terrain and
low well site density.
FITNESS AND SELECTION.
Habitat influenced the reproduction of mule deer only and based on the
correlation between summer RSPF and pregnancy model (Table 3.10, Appendix
19) they selected for areas during the summer that increased their likelihood of
becoming pregnant. In contrast, both species selected for habitats that improved
their survival from natural and hunting mortality with mule deer showing a
stronger selection for low risk areas than white-tailed deer.
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SOURCES AND SINKS
Classification of Habitat Quality. For white-tailed deer 70% of the study area was
classified as unattractive habitat for hunting and non-hunting mortality risk (Table
3.11). While for mule deer pregnancy and hunting habitat 60% was classified as
unattractive but 70% of non-hunting was unattractive. Source habitat influencing
pregnancy in mule deer was 2.4x more prevalent than sink habitat. The pregnancy
source habitat was located along the Battle River and rugged portions of the
Ribstone Creek near its intersection with the Battle River (Fig. 3.4). In contrast,
the sink habitats for reproduction were located in the natural sand dune habitat
(i.e. Wainwright dunes ecological reserve) where mule deer selected for areas
associated with general terrain that reduced the likelihood of being pregnant.
The ratio of source habitat, where the risk of dying from non-hunting causes
was low, to sink habitat was higher for mule deer (4.6x more source) than whitetailed deer (1.8x more source, Table 3.11). This was caused by mule deer
selecting for native grassland, which increased non-hunting survival, but whitetailed deer did not. Additionally, white-tailed deer selected for woody cover
(forest and shrubs) associated with agriculture which increased their risk because
the woody cover associated with agriculture was typically shrubs, which unlike
forest did not increase non-hunting survival. Non-hunting source habitats for mule
deer were in areas with abundant forest and grassland (i.e. Wainwright dunes
ecological reserve) while white-tailed deer had the same source habitat but more
restricted to areas adjacent to agriculture (Fig. 3.5). Sink habitat for both species
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were in shrub patches but white-tailed deer had additional sink within the small
isolated shrub patches within the agricultural matrix.
In contrast, mule deer and white-tailed deer had proportionally similar
amounts of source and sink habitat, 2.2x more source than sink, with respect to
mortality risk from hunting, but these habitats had slightly different characteristics
(Table 3.11). Both mule and white-tailed deer source habitat was associated with
woody cover because it increased hunting survival (Fig. 3.5). However, whitetailed deer had more source habitat along the Battle River valley than mule deer
because of the steep slopes increased white-tailed deer survival but decreased
survival for mule deer. In addition, mule deer had more source habitat within
parks than white-tailed deer, because white-tailed deer did not select strongly for
the habitat within parks because they lacked sufficient agriculture. Both mule and
white-tailed deer had sink habitat in more open areas with mule deer sink habitat
on the steep slopes of the Battle River valley and white-tailed deer sinks in flat
terrain generally within agricultural lands.
Deer Density and Habitat Quality. White-tailed deer densities across the three
measurement scales averaged from 1.35-1.42 deer/km2 (SD = 1.5-2.1) while mule
deer averaged from 1.15-1.25 deer/km2 (SD = 1.6-1.9). However, there was no
difference in densities between the two species, across all scales, based on nonparametric Mann-Whitney U tests (P-value > 0.09, Appendix 20). Relationships
between deer density and components of habitat quality were consistent across
cells sizes so I present only the results for the analysis at a grid cell size of 25.3
km2 (Table 3.12, Appendix 21). The number of deer harvested during the herd
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reduction program in the previous winter was negatively related to density of deer
in the area the following year (Appendix 22). For both species the proportion of
source habitat (primary and secondary) in an area better predicted deer density
than the average selection values for the area. However, for mule deer there was
more support (wi ≥ 0.92) for the single-covariate model reflecting a positive
relationship between mule deer density and amount of hunting source habitat
(Table 3.12), while for white-tailed there was more support for a single-covariate
model (wi ≥ 0.99) showing a positive relationship between deer density and the
amount of non-hunting source habitat.
Mule deer multi-covariate models included pregnancy source combined
with amount of hunting and non-hunting source respectively but hunting and nonhunting source habitat were strongly correlated at all three cell sizes (Spearman’s
rank correlation, rs ≥ 0.86). They were not included therefore in the same model.
For white-tailed deer, amount of hunting and non-hunting source habitat were
included in the same model at the 25.3 km2 and 50.6 km2 cell size but not at 101.2
km2 because of a strong correlation (rs = 0.55). The resulting multi-covariate
models were no better than their single covariate counterparts for both species at
all cell sizes, based on AICc rankings (Appendix 23).
Discussion
Source and sink habitats were not the same for the two deer species, in large
part, due to differential habitat selection. In contrast to white-tailed deer, mule
deer, selected for native grassland and rugged terrain across the study area
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whereas white-tailed selected for areas of agriculture fragmented by cover and
rugged areas adjacent to the Battle River and Ribstone Creek. Similar patterns
have been reported for these species in Saskatchewan (Silbernagel et al. 2010),
Texas (Brunjes et al. 2006) and Montana (Swenson et al. 1983). Further, areas
predicted to have high selection values were positively correlated with use by an
independent set of collared deer within the study area.
These species-specific selection patterns had consequences for the
reproduction and, particularly for mortality of deer, that lead to identifying
potential source-sink habitats in the study area. First, because I found no evidence
of habitat features influencing the reproductive capacity of white-tailed deer, I
could not map source habitats based on their reproduction potential. A lack of
relationship may be related to the overall high reproductive capacity of whitetailed deer or more likely the summer buffer was too large (3x larger than an
average white-tailed deer summer home range) to detect any relationship between
habitat and pregnancy rates. In contrast, mule deer selected for areas of rugged
terrain and low oil and gas well densities in summer, which I found increased
their likelihood of being pregnant. It is unlikely that rugged terrain within the
study area is of high forage value due to soil conditions (Sakai et al. 1995; Bochet
& Garcia-Fayos 2004). Instead, mule deer may have select areas of low oil and
gas well site density and rugged terrain due to reduced human disturbance
(Sawyer et al. 2006; Sawyer et al. 2009) and lower vulnerability to coyote
predation on rugged terrain (Lingle 2002) leading to less vigilance thus resulting
in higher forage intake (Underwood 1982; Illius & Fitzgibbon 1994) and
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pregnancy rates (Robinette et al. 1973; Tollefson et al. 2010). However, source
habitat promoting pregnancy in mule deer was not related to their large-scale
densities in winter. This may be because high pregnancy rates do not always
result in high recruitment. In fact, Andelt et al. (2004) and Hurley et al. (2011)
both found that mule deer recruitment was more dependent on juvenile survival
than pregnancy rates, and annual variation in deer population size has been shown
to be highly sensitive to juvenile survival (Gaillard et al. 2000; Gaillard et al.
2010). An alternative indicator, such as juvenile survival, may prove to be better
at delineating reproductive sources and sinks than pregnancy rates, although these
data are equally difficult to obtain.
My results do support that large-scale densities of deer were related to
amount of source habitats that diminished the hazard for deer from natural and
hunting mortality. Based on annual mortality rates, mule deer in the study area
had higher rates of mortality from hunting than white-tailed deer (Fig. 3.2). This
trend is not a product of the hunting regulations because mule deer harvest quotas
are more restrictive than white-tailed deer (Alberta Government 2012;
Saskatchewan Ministry of Environment 2012). Instead higher mortality rates in
mule deer could be caused by hunter preference, similar to how preference for
harvesting males increases their mortality risk compared to females (Nixon et al.
2001; Farmer et al. 2006). Alternatively, mule deer-specific behaviours like being
conspicuous and tolerant of human presence (Kramer 1973; Geist 1981) and their
tendency to stop and look back when pursued by hunters (O'Connor & Goodwin
1961; Geist 1998) could make them easier to harvest. Both mechanisms, hunter
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preference and greater vulnerability, are consistent with higher hunter success
rates for mule deer (~60-70%) compared to white-tailed deer (~30-50%)
throughout the study region (Dave Moore Personal Communications).
Despite a higher harvest risk for mule deer during the hunting season, mule
deer did not select for less risky habitat than white-tailed deer. During the hunting
season both species selected for woody cover that provided security from hunters
(Nixon et al. 1991; Brinkman et al. 2004), which reduced their mortality hazard.
However, a species interaction with slope in the CPH indicated that white-tailed
deer were at greater risk on gentle terrain, while mule deer had more risk on steep
slopes. Increased mortality of white-tailed deer on gentle terrain may occur
because they encounter more hunters as there is 2x higher road density in gentle
than steep terrain (Appendix 24) and when hunters leave the road they tend to
remain on gentle terrain due to ease of mobility (Stedman et al. 2004). In
comparison, I did not expect to find that mule deer had a greater risk of being
killed by a hunter on steep slopes because mule deer run faster on steep slopes
than on flat terrain (Lingle 1992; Lingle 1993), which should improve their odds
of escaping hunters. But Farmer et al. (2006), also found that Sitka deer
(Odocoileus hemionus sitkensis) in Alaska had higher hunting mortality risk on
steep slopes, attributing this fact to hunters having a better line of sight on slopes.
In contrast to hunting mortality, white-tailed deer had a higher non-hunting
annual mortality rate than mule deer because they selected for agricultural areas,
whose cumulative exposure reduced deer survival. While mule selected for
grasslands, which increased their survival. This may be related to forage
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availability, because while forage biomass was lower in grasslands than
agricultural areas in the summer (Appendix 12), grasslands are not harvested prior
to winter. As a result grasslands can act as an over-winter forage resource at a
time when food is most limited and critical to deer survival (DePerno et al. 2000;
Bender et al. 2007; Bishop et al. 2009). White-tailed deer also selected for areas
with mixed woody cover-agriculture habitat, with the woody cover typically
shrubland rather than forest. Based on cumulative mortality risk, use of forest but
not shrublands improved survival. Aspen forest habitat may provide more
effective shelter from wind and reduce snow depths (E. Merrill, unpublished
data). Consequently, white-tailed deer selection patterns indicate higher nonhunting mortality than mule deer, which may explain why white-tailed deer
densities related best to the amount of non-hunting source habitat.
Inclusion of fitness components into habitat assessments may help to
improve the understanding of ecological processes and their influence on animal
distributions. For example, mule deer have long been known to select for rugged
terrain (Kufeld et al. 1988; Lingle 2002; Stewart et al. 2002), but it has not been
realized that selection of rugged terrain may make them more vulnerable to
hunters and thus reduce local population densities. By relating fitness components
to density, one may be able to better understand the relative importance of certain
habitats at limiting animal densities. For example, Heppell et al. (1996) showed
the benefits of a program to increase hatchling survival for endangered sea turtles
(Lepidochelys kempi) were minimal because adult survival was more important to
the population. Similarly, I found evidence that habitat which improved
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pregnancy rates in this region had little effect on deer densities compared to
habitat which influenced adult survival. These findings have implications for local
managers with goals of reducing deer densities for disease control (Langenberg et
al. 2008; Wasserberg et al. 2009) because targeting habitat which impacts deer
survival would be more effective than focusing on pregnancy. Additionally,
understanding how different habitats influence deer survival and reproduction
may help to inform future spatially explicit CWD spread models, as survival and
recruitment are known to influence CWD transmission and prevalence (Potapov
et al. 2012).
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Table 3.1. Habitat covariates used in the RSPF, hunting (H.CPH) and nonhunting (N.CPH) survival and pregnancy (Preg) models calculated for mule and
white-tailed deer in east-central Alberta from 2006-2010. For covariates measured
within a circular buffer the buffer size was denoted by a subscript following the
end of the covariate name (i.e. Cover400m).
Covariate
Dtown

Linear_open

Model
H.CPH,
Preg
H.CPH,
RSPF
H.CPH

Park

H.CPH

Public land

H.CPH

Dcover
Cover

H.CPH
All models

Rugged

All models

Slope

M.Agriculture

H.CPH,
N.CPH,
RSPF
H.CPH,
N.CPH,
RSPF
N.CPH,
RSPF
N.CPH

M.NDVI

N.CPH

M.greeness

N.CPH

Dlinear

Droad

D_water

Description
Distance (km) to nearest town, village or hamlet.
Distance (km) to nearest linear feature (road,
cutline or pipeline).
Proportion of open land cover (agriculture and
grassland) also within 300 m of a linear feature
(road, cutline or pipeline) within circular buffers
of 3 sizes: 400 m , 1 km, and 2 km radius.
Assigned a 1 if inside either Wainwright dunes
ecological reserve or Dillberry provincial parks
where hunting is illegal, otherwise assigned a 0.
Assigned a 1 if inside grazing lease or
rangelands heritage park, otherwise a 0.
Distance (km) to nearest shrub or forest cover.
Proportion of shrub and forest cover within a
circular buffer (buffer size depends on model
with details in text).
Standard deviation in elevation (m) within a
circular buffer.
Slope (%) for an individual cell within a 3 x 3
cell window
Distance (km) to nearest road.

Distance (km) to nearest lake, pond and river.
Running mean of amount of agriculture
measured as the proportion within a circular
buffer with a 400m radius. Reset to zero on June
1.
Running mean of the average NDVI value
within a circular buffer with a 400m radius.
Reset to zero on June 1.
Running mean of the average tassel cap
greenness value within a circular buffer with a
400m radius. Reset to zero on June 1.
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Table 3.1. Continued
Covariate
Model
M.total.biomass N.CPH

M.shrub.biomass N.CPH

M.forb.biomass

N.CPH

M.grass.biomass

N.CPH

M.herb.biomass

N.CPH

M.grassland

N.CPH

M.cover.winter

N.CPH

M.shrub.winter

N.CPH

M.forest.winter

N.CPH

M.forest.winter

N.CPH

NDVI

Preg

Description
Running mean of shrub, forb and grass biomass
(g/m2) within a circular buffer with a 400m
radius. Reset to zero on June 1.
Running mean of shrub biomass (g/m2) within a
circular buffer with a 400m radius. Reset to zero
on June 1.
Running mean of forb biomass (g/m2) within a
circular buffer with a 400m radius. Reset to zero
on June 1.
Running mean of grass biomass (g/m2) within a
circular buffer with a 400m radius. Reset to zero
on June 1.
Running mean of herd biomass (g/m2, grasses
plus forbs) within a circular buffer with a 400m
radius. Reset to zero on June 1.
Running mean of grass biomass (g/m2) within a
circular buffer with a 400m radius. Reset to zero
on June 1.
Running mean of proportion of cover (forest and
shrubs) within a circular buffer with a 400m
radius during the winter (30 Nov – 30 April). In
summer the covariate is equal to the running
mean from the previous winter then reset to zero
on first day of winter.
Running mean of proportion of shrub cover
within a circular buffer with a 400m radius
during the winter (30 Nov – 30 April). In
summer the covariate is equal to the running
mean from the previous winter then reset to zero
on first day of winter.
Running mean of proportion of forest cover
within a circular buffer with a 400m radius
during the winter (30 Nov – 30 April). In
summer the covariate is equal to the running
mean from the previous winter then reset to zero
on first day of winter.
Running mean of proportion of forest cover
within a circular buffer with a 400m radius
during the winter (30 Nov – 30 April). In
summer the covariate is equal to the running
mean from the previous winter then reset to zero
on first day of winter.
Mean NDVI value within a circular buffer.
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Table 3.1. Continued
Covariate
Model
Greeness
Preg
Total.biomass

Preg

Shrub.biomass

Preg

Forb.biomass

Preg

Grass.biomass

Preg

Herb.biomass

Preg

WSI

Preg

Well

Linear

Preg,
RSPF
RSPF
Preg,
RSPF
RSPF

Density

Preg

Stream

Preg,
RSPF
RSPF,
Preg
RSPF
RSPF

Dwell
Road

Grass
Dstream
Water
Edge
Agri
River
Species
Sex

Preg,
RSPF
RSPF,
Preg
RSPF
H.CPH,
N.CPH
H.CPH,
N.CPH

Description
Mean tassel cap greenness value within a
circular buffer.
Mean of total biomass (shrub, forb and grass,
g/m2) within a circular buffer.
Mean of shrub biomass (g/m2) within a circular
buffer.
Mean of forb biomass (g/m2) within a circular
buffer.
Mean of grass biomass (g/m2) within a circular
buffer.
Mean of herb biomass (forb and grass, g/m2)
within a circular buffer.
Winter severity index measured as the number of
days with snow depths > 38cm and minimum
temperatures <17.7 °C from 1 November to 1
May.
Number of oil and gas wells per km2 within a set
buffer.
Distance (km) to nearest oil and gas well.
Length of roads (km) per km2 within a set
buffer.
Length of stream linear feature (road, cutline or
pipeline, km) per km2 within a set circular
buffer.
Number of deer harvested during the herd
reduction program per km2 within a set buffer.
Length of stream (km) per km2 within a set
circular buffer.
Proportion of native grassland within a circular
buffer.
Distance (km) to nearest stream.
Assigned a 1 if inside a pond or lake otherwise
equal to 0.
Length of cover edge per km2 within a set
circular buffer.
Proportion of agriculture within a circular buffer.
Assigned a value of 1 within 1km of the Battle
River or Ribstone Creek, otherwise equal to 0.
Mule deer are assigned a value of 1 and whitetailed deer a value of 0.
Males are assigned a value of 1 and females a
value of 0.
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Table 3.1. Continued
Covariate
Model
Age
Preg,
H.CPH,
N.CPH

Description
Age is a binary covariate where adult is equal to
1 and fawns and yearlings are equal to 0.
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Table 3.2. Coefficients (β) of the RSPFs for mule deer (MUDE) and white-tailed
deer (WTDE) for the whole year, summer and hunting season and their respective
standard errors (SE). Covariate descriptions provided in Table 3.1. Winter RSPF
coefficients are reported in Appendix 15.
Whole Year

Summer

Hunting Season

β
4.71

SE
0.10

β
-1.91

SE
0.03

β
-2.39

SE
0.09

Cover1km

3.77

0.05

0.72

0.01

0.53

0.01

Grass500m

2.52

0.04

0.32

0.01

0.16

0.01

Rugged500m

0.13

0.01

0.91

0.11

0.70

0.03

Water

-2.03

0.13

-1.57

0.01

-1.65

0.10

Stream1km

0.68

0.02

0.76

0.02

0.72

0.01

Road500m

-0.09

0.01

0.08

0.01

0.04

0.01

Well1km

-0.03

0.01

-0.20

0.01

-0.21

0.01

-4.85

0.20

-8.86

0.11

-6.63

0.15

Cover120m

2.14

0.09

0.97

0.01

0.89

0.02

Edge1km

0.08

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.07

0.02

Agri5km

18.44

0.94

34.92

0.52

26.37

0.76

Agri5km2

-18.73 1.03 -37.34 0.58

-26.92

0.80

Rugged500m

-0.04

0.01

-0.05

0.02

0.03

0.03

Stream1km

0.02

0.02

0.31

0.01

0.39

0.02

Water

-0.72

0.08

-0.33

0.05

-0.64

0.06

Road1km

-0.43

0.03

-0.29

0.01

-0.27

0.02

Rugged500m x River

0.10

0.01

1.32

0.09

1.22

0.10

Species Covariates
MUDE Intercept

WTDE Intercept
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Table 3.3. Spearman’s rank correlation (rs) between predicted habitat use by mule
deer and white-tailed deer based on a seasonal RSPF derived from GPS-collared
deer and expected habitat use based on proportions of VHF locations within each
of 10-area weighted bins.
Species
Mule deer

Season
Whole Year
Summer
Winter
Hunting Season

rs
0.95
0.85
0.96
0.78

P
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.01

White-tailed deer

Whole Year
Summer
Winter
Hunting Season

1.00
0.72
0.98
0.72

<0.01
0.02
<0.01
0.02
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Table 3.4. Annual survival rates for mule deer and white-tailed deer of each sex
observed among 270 GPS and VHF collared deer monitored from 8 February
2006 to 27 February 2010 in east-central Alberta. Reported are the standard error
(SE) and 95% confidence interval (CI) of the estimated survival rate and number
of deer in each analysis (n).
Species
Mule deer

Sex
Male
Female

Survival SE
0.52 0.09
0.74 0.09

95% CI
0.36 – 0.74
0.58 – 0.94

n
43
85

White-tailed deer

Male
Female

0.77 0.04
0.80 0.03

0.70 – 0.85
0.73 – 0.86

41
101
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Table 3.5. The top ranked Cox proportional hazard (CPH) models for hunting and
non-hunting mortality of mule deer and white-tailed deer in east-central Alberta.
Presented are number of model parameters (k), Akaike’s information criterion
corrected for small sample size (AICc), AIC difference (∆AICc), AICc weight (wi)
and area under the receiver operator curve (AUC). Covariate descriptions are
provided in Table 3.1.
AICc

∆AICc

6 798.3

0.0

Mortality Covariates
Hunting Sex, Cover400m, Park, Slope,
__Slope x Species
Species, Sex, Cover400m, Park,
__Slope, Slope x Species
Species, Sex, Cover400m, Park
Species, Sex, Park
Null model

k

7
5
4
1

NonHunting

4
3
3
3
1

Age, M.forest.winter, M.grassland
M.forest.winter, M.grassland
Age, M.forest.winter
Age, M.grassland
Null model
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wi

AUC

0.74

0.62

801.3
803.2
805.1
820.2

3.0 0.18
4.9 0.06
6.8 0.02
21.9 <0.01

0.60
0.62
0.62
-

796.5
798.7
799.2
800.1
803.0

0.0
2.2
2.7
3.6
12.9

0.64
0.60
0.58
0.65
-

0.56
0.18
0.15
0.09
0.02

Table 3.6. Coefficients (β) of the Cox proportional hazards models for hunting
and non-hunting sources of mortality of white-tailed and mule deer and their
respective standard errors (SE). Negative coefficient indicates reduced hazard.
Covariate descriptions provided in Table 3.1.
Mortality Type

Covariates

β

Hunting

Slope

-0.60

0.55

0.21

< 0.01

1.06

2.89

0.37

< 0.01

-1.21

0.30

0.62

0.05

-17.07

<0.0005

0.59

< 0.01

Slope x Species

0.65

1.92

0.21

< 0.01

Age (Adult = 1)

-1.62

0.20

0.62

0.02

M.forest.winter

-5.18

0.006

3.18

0.10

M.grassland

-1.73

0.18

0.82

0.03

Sex (male = 1)
Cover400m
Park (inside = 1)

Non-Hunting
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Exp(β)

SE

P-value

Table 3.7. Pregnancy rates among mule and white-tailed deer from 20052007 harvested during the herd reduction program in east-central Alberta.

Species
Mule deer

White-tailed deer

Pregnant
Not Pregnant
Total

Fawn
Adult
No. Percent No. Percent
7
7.9 246
93.2
82
92.1 18
6.8
89
100 264
100

Pregnant
Not Pregnant
Total

43
142
185
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23.2 584
76.8 48
100 632

92.4
7.6
100

Table 3.8. The null and the top-ranked models for predicting the probability of
pregnancy status for winter culled mule deer (pregnant; not pregnant) and whitetailed deer (< 2 fetuses; > 2 fetuses) harvested in east-central Alberta. Presented
are number of model parameters (k), Akaike’s information criterion corrected for
small sample size (AICc), AIC difference (∆AICc), AICc weight (wi) and area
under the receiver operator curve (AUC). Covariate descriptions are provided in
Table 3.1.
AICc ∆AICc
wi
AUC
183.3
0.0 0.30 0.92
183.4
0.1 0.28 0.91
183.6
0.3 0.26 0.91
184.5
1.2 0.16 0.89
422.8 239.5 <0.01 0.50

Species
Mule deer

Covariates
Age, WSI, Rugged, Well
Age, WSI, Rugged
Age, WSI
Age
Null model

k
5
4
3
2
1

White-tailed deer

Age
Null model

2 324.4
1 446.8
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0.0 0.99
122.4 <0.01

0.80
0.50

Table 3.9. Coefficients (β) of the logistic models predicting the probability of a
mule deer being pregnant and for white-tailed deer the probability of having ≥2
fetuses and their respective standard errors (SE) and 95% confidence intervals
(CI). Covariate descriptions provided in Table 3.1.
Species

Covariates

Mule deer

Intercept

β

95% CI

-1.20

1.16

-3.48, 1.07

5.20

0.49

4.34, 6.16

-0.06

0.03

-0.13, 0.004

0.10

0.06

-0.03, 0.22

Well

-0.08

0.05

-0.19, 0.02

Intercept

-2.72

0.46

-3.62, -1.82

3.73

0.48

2.79, 4.67

Age (adult = 1)
WSI
Rugged
White-tailed deer

SE

Age
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Table 3.10. Spearman rank correlation coefficient (rs) between seasonal selection
for areas by mule deer (MUDE) and white-tailed deer (WTDE) and the predicted
values of the probability of being pregnant and the relative risk of dying from
hunting or non-hunting mortality based on fitness models described in the text.
Correlations are based on values at 1000 random locations across the study area.
Fitness Model
Pregnancy

Habitat Selection
Summer RSPF

Species
Mule deer

Hunting CPH

Hunting Season RSPF Mule deer
-0.41 <0.01
White-tailed deer -0.31 <0.01

Non-Hunting CPH All Year RSPF

rs
P-value
0.55 <0.01

Mule deer
-0.61 <0.01
White-tailed deer -0.40 <0.01
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Table 3.11. Percentage of the five habitat classes within the 13,268 km2 study
area for white-tailed deer (WTDE) and mule deer (MUDE) specific to the
combination of pregnancy rates with summer selection, hunting mortality risk
with hunting season selection, and non-hunting mortality risk with selection
throughout the year.
Source (%)
Sink (%)
Habitat Type Species Unattractive (%) 1°
2° Total 1° 2° Total
Pregnancy
MUDE
60.0 22.1 6.0 28.1 8.0 3.9 11.9
Hunting

MUDE
WTDE

60.0 21.9 5.7
70.0 15.0 5.7

27.6 7.9 4.5
20.7 5.0 4.3

12.4
9.3

Non-Hunting MUDE
WTDE

70.0 17.5 7.1
70.0 13.6 5.6

24.6 2.4 3.0
19.2 6.4 4.4

5.4
10.8
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Table 3.12. Top ranked Poisson model of deer density at a 25.3 km2 scale as a
function of proportion of primary and secondary source habitat for increasing the
likelihood of pregnancy, reducing the risk of hunting and non-hunting mortality,
or the mean winter RSPF for mule deer (MUDE) and white-tailed deer (WTDE).
All models, including the null model, include covariates for the number of deer
harvested during the herd reduction program and a random effect of grid cell over
time. Presented are number of model parameters (k), Akaike’s information
criterion corrected for small sample size (AICc), AIC difference (∆AICc), AICc
weight (wi). Models at two other scales (50.6 and 101.2 km2) provide similar
results described in Appendix 21.
Species
Mule deer

Model
Hunting source
Non-hunting source
Pregnancy source
Null model

White-tailed deer

Non-hunting source
Hunting source
Null model
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k
4
4
4
4
3

AICc
459.6
464.4
479.7
513.9
515.4

∆AICc
0.0
4.7
20.1
54.2
55.8

4
4
4
3

445.5
475.6
485.7
511.4

0.0
30.1
40.2
65.9

Fig. 3.1. A) Number of hunting and non-hunting mortalities observed in each
month for mule (MUDE) and white-tailed deer (WTDE). Deaths were observed
among 270 collared deer monitored between 2006 and 2009 in east-central
Alberta. B) Hunting and non-hunting mortalities with non-hunting divided into its
component causes including: vehicle collisions, disease, coyote predation and
unknown causes.
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Fig. 3.2. Survival function for hunting and non hunting mortality events observed
among 270 mule deer (MUDE) and white-tailed deer (WTDE) monitored in eastcentral Alberta. For each mortality type, the functions were estimated using a
Kaplan-Meier survival analysis while mortality events from alternative risks are
censored. Survival data across years was combined into a recurrent year (1 May to
30 April, Fieberg & Delgiudice 2009). Indicated are the start of the hunting
season (HS) and the rifle season (RS) as well as the end of the hunting season.
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Fig. 3.3. Percentage of summer locations (1 May to 30 November) within a
hypothetical buffer centered on a randomly selected location in late winter (1
February to 31 March) averaged across VHF and GPS collared female mule (A, n
= 48) white-tailed deer (B, n = 62).
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Fig. 3.4. Pregnancy habitat classes including: unattractive, source (primary and
secondary) and sink (primary and secondary) for mule deer in east-central
Alberta.
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Fig. 3.5. Hunting (B; D) and non-hunting (A; C) mortality habitat classes including: unattractive, source (primary and
secondary) and sink (primary and secondary) for white-tailed deer (A; B) and mule deer (C; D) in east-central Alberta.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS AND MANGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
Conclusions
In this thesis I addressed two aspects of deer spatial ecology that may
contribute to the spread of CWD in mule and white-tailed deer in east-central
Alberta. First, I built a CWD model that predicted disease risk based on local
habitat characteristics, deer species and sex, and connectivity to previously
detected CWD-positive cases. Similar to reports elsewhere in the prairie provinces
of Canada (Rees et al. 2012), deer harvested from an area were more likely to be
CWD infected if they were mule deer, male and killed in habitat associated with
the river valleys and agriculture. Unlike in southern Saskatchewan, I found that
not only were agricultural areas associated with river drainages at high risk of
CWD, but also areas associated with roads away from rivers that had high
connectivity to previous CWD-positives. Rees et al. (2012) found that proximity
to major rivers increased risk but not small creeks, while I showed that areas with
high stream density, whether river or creek, were at high risk.
My study is also among the first to quantify the influence of landscape
heterogeneity on deer movement and to use this information to predict the risk of
CWD introduction into uninfected areas (see also Garlick et al. 2011). Several
studies suggest that deer movement is an important component to the spread of
CWD (Conner & Miller 2004; Blanchong et al. 2008; Frost et al. 2009; Clements
et al. 2011). However, I identified for the first time that landscape connectivity
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based on deer movement responses is a better predictor of the likelihood of a deer
harvested from an area being CWD-positive than Euclidian distance, although
similar work has been done for livestock (Gilbert et al. 2005) and human disease
(Meyers et al. 2005; Remais et al. 2010). My results suggest that more realism is
needed to represent the potential for CWD introduction (Joly et al. 2006; Rees et
al. 2012). CWD spread risk models need to be based on local deer ecology, which
has been suggested by Remais et al. (2010) for disease models in general.
In using the risk model, I was able to pro-actively assess and identify areas
that should be prioritized for surveillance and control prior to disease detection.
My approach to risk assessment was novel because risk estimates for a wildlife
management unit (WMU) were based not only on landscape attributes
(Farnsworth et al. 2005; Joly et al. 2006; Rees et al. 2012), but also on species
and sex composition. I found that including the deer herd composition was
important to disease risk based on artificially adjusting the herd composition in
each WMU, and demonstrating that a hypothetical all male mule deer population
had significantly higher CWD risk than an all female white-tailed deer population.
Second, I classified source-sink habitat based on deer selection,
reproduction and survival to determine which type of source habitat best predicted
deer densities as an initial step in modeling CWD spread. This is the first
application of a fitness-based approach to modeling habitat of mule and whitetailed deer or of a game species that I am aware of. The two species had different
source-sink habitats in part because of variation in habitat selection with mule
deer densities better relating to hunting and white-tailed deer natural mortality
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risk. Habitat selection has also been shown to be an important determinate of
lifetime reproductive success in red deer (Cervus elaphus) and roe deer
(Capreolus capreolus) when reproductive output has been tracked for a
generation or more (McLoughlin et al. 2006; Mcloughlin et al. 2007). I was the
first to evaluate if source-sink habitat, based on the Nielsen et al. (2006)
approach, better predicted habitat quality than selection alone by comparing the
source-sinks to winter deer densities, with the assumption that deer would
congregate in higher quality habitat in the winter conforming to an ideal free
distribution (Fretwell & Lucas 1970). The fact that survival was most important to
spatial variation in deer densities is consistent with the generalization that adult
survival is the limiting factor in most ungulate populations (Gaillard et al. 2000;
Gaillard et al. 2010). If these sources and sinks have a significant effect on the
dynamics of CWD transmission, then identifying them is an important first step in
developing spatially explicit models of disease spread.
Management Implications
My results offer several insights for management of CWD in Alberta. First,
the fact that mule deer connectivity better explained CWD occurrence on the
landscape than connectivity based on white-tailed deer movements supports the
hypothesis that mule deer in the prairie provinces of Canada may be the main
initial driver of CWD introduction into new areas (Rees et al. 2012). This has
implications for CWD management in regions where the two species are
sympatric and mule deer have higher prevalence (Miller et al. 2000; Conner et al.
2007; Osnas et al. 2009). It has been suggested that the removal of juvenile deer
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would help slow CWD spread (Cullingham et al. 2011) because of their high
dispersal rate (Dobson 1982; Nixon et al. 1994). Such a program should
preferentially target mule deer rather than white-tailed deer.
The pattern of CWD risk varied throughout the study area with the southern
portion having a concentration of high risk near the river drainages (i.e. Battle
River and Ribstone Creek), while in the northern portion risky areas were more
diffuse. This has implications for the type of management strategy applied to
these two regions. I would suggest that in the South mangers should institute
targeted deer removal in the high risk areas along the rivers with a professional
sharp-shooter, similar to the herd reduction program (Pybus 2012), assuming it
becomes an option in the future. I expect this approach to be most effective
because for other pathogens prioritizing highest risk areas for disease control has
been shown to improve the likelihood of reducing disease spread and eliminating
the disease (Tildesley et al. 2009; Beest et al. 2011). However, because the risky
habitat is less concentrated in the North targeted deer removals may not be
feasible in terms of economics and/or logistics. Therefore I would suggest
focusing on reducing deer densities throughout the region by increasing hunterharvest.
Sink habitats would be expected to have lower CWD transmission rates
compared to source habitat for several reasons. First, a generally low, non-disease
related survival rate in sink habitat reduces individual longevity and increases
population turn-over with faster turn-over creating less opportunity for the
pathogen to be transmitted from infected to healthy individuals thus reducing the
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probably of disease persistence (Pongsumpun et al. 2008; Bellan 2010; Rascalou
et al. 2012). Longevity of infected deer may be particularly important for a
disease like CWD due to the accumulation of CWD prions in the environment
(Johnson et al. 2006), which is probably an important means of transmission
(Miller et al. 2004; Miller et al. 2006; Almberg et al. 2011), because even
asymptomatic deer can shed prions through feces over a long time period (7-11
months, Tamgueney et al. 2009).
Second, Potapov et al. (2012) showed that increased recruitment of
juveniles can have a dilution effect on overall CWD prevalence because vertical
transmission rates are low (Gross & Miller 2001; Miller & Williams 2003) and
there is an infusion of new healthy individuals. Reproductive sources could also
have a disproportionate influence on spread because of their high production of
juveniles, because juvenile males are likely to be infected (Miller et al. 2000;
Conner et al. 2007; Osnas et al. 2009) and disperse great distances (Dobson 1982;
Diefenbach et al. 2008), as far as 40 km in this study, with their arrival in new
regions increasing the likelihood of CWD establishment (Gross & Miller 2001).
Higher densities in source habitat could increase the number of dispersers leaving
the source via density dependent dispersal (Matthysen 2005). However, even if
dispersal is not density dependent, as observed in several deer populations (Shaw
et al. 2006; Long et al. 2008; Loe et al. 2009), a source can still produce a higher
numbers of dispersers relative to a sink because assuming a constant dispersal rate
if source habitat produced 2x more juveniles than sink the result would be 2x
more dispersers leaving the source. Therefore source habitat, because of high
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survival and reproduction, has the potential to contribute more to the spread and
persistence of CWD than sink habitat. As a result, managers may choose to focus
their control efforts on sources rather than sinks and future CWD spread models
may need to incorporate source-sink effects.
Future Directions
The CWD risk model I have provided can serve as an important
management tool for controlling the spread of CWD by allowing mangers to
identify areas where CWD is likely to occur before it can be detected so that the
disease can be removed prior to establishment. A quick response to CWD
introduction is critical because it is very difficult to eradicate once it has become
locally established (Williams & Miller 2003; Miller et al. 2004; Langenberg et al.
2008), due in part to the accumulation of prions in the environment that continue
to infect naive deer long after the death of infected individuals (Almberg et al.
2011; Potapov et al. 2011). However, when applying the risk model its ability to
predict new disease cases needs to be continually evaluated. Local mangers can
utilize the ~3000 - 5000 deer tested annually for CWD in Alberta (Pybus 2012)
for model evaluation. With each additional year of CWD surveillance data the
opportunity exists to refine and improve the model to ensure it continues to
predict with high accuracy and precision.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1.A. Coefficients and standard errors for male (n = 8) and female (n = 12) mule deer step selection function
models. Deer were deployed with GPS-collars between 2006-2008 in east-central Alberta and west-central
Saskatchewan. Standard errors (SE) were adjusted using sandwich variance estimation with clustering by individual
deer (Rogers 1993; Williams 2000). Corresponding covariates (Dcov, Rugg175m and Dwater) are described in Table 2.1.
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Appendix 1.B. Coefficients and standard errors for male (n = 5) and female (n =
13) white-tailed deer step selection function models. Deer were deployed with
GPS-collars between 2006-2008 in east-central Alberta and west-central
Saskatchewan. Standard errors (SE) were adjusted using sandwich variance
estimation with clustering by individual deer (Rogers 1993; Williams 2000).
Corresponding covariates (Dcov, Rugg300m and Dwater) are described in Table
2.1.
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Appendix 2.A. Estimated 2011 pre-hunting season populations
of mule deer (MUDE) and white-tailed (WTDE) in 7 wildlife
management units (WMU) in east-central Alberta. Estimates
were based on winter aerial surveys and hunter success within
the WMUs.
WMU
203
730
232
238
254
258
500

MUDE
2470
2211
2033
547
1040
700
500

WTDE
1250
1703
2107
1533
2342
4200
4000
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MUDE/WTDE
1.98
1.30
0.96
0.36
0.44
0.17
0.13

Appendix 2.B.
The deer population model, used to extrapolate population across years,
incorporated hunter-harvest success rates (14 to 94% success) determined via
telephone and internet surveys, winter survival rates (70 to 85% survival) based
on winter severity and fawn recruitment (35 to 70 fawns per 100 does, Dave
Moore Personal Communications). For simplicity, I assumed constant male to
female ratios of 30 males to 70 females for mule deer and 25 males to 75 females
for white-tailed deer because data were limited across WMUs. These ratios were
based on an average of 7 winter flight surveys across 7 of the 15 AB WMUs
within the study area between 2005 and 2011.
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Appendix 2.C. Sex ratios for mule and white-tailed deer during winter aerial
population surveys in east-central Alberta from 2005 to 2011. The number of
bucks and fawns are reported per 100 does. The calculated % males and %
females includes fawns with an assumed 50/50 sex ratio.
Mule deer
WMU
234
258
236
256
232
202
730

White-tailed deer

%
%
%
%
Year Bucks Fawns Male Female Bucks Fawns Male Female
2005
31
61
32
68
16
58
26
74
2008
22
63
20
71
27
53
30
70
2009
16
18
19
81
19
18
20
80
2009
27
20
25
75
22
51
27
73
2010
42
75
37
63
18
53
26
74
2011
51
61
38
62
19
35
24
76
2011
31
65
32
68
13
39
21
79
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Appendix 3.A. Empirical turn angle frequency distribution
used to draw available steps for the step selection function
analysis. Bin frequencies were averaged across 20 mule
deer (male = 8; female = 12) and 18 white-tailed deer (male
= 5; female = 13). Movements were obtained from 2-hour
relocation data collected via GPS collars deployed between
2006-2008 in east-central Alberta and west-central
Saskatchewan.
Min (°)
-180
-156
-132
-108
-84
-60
-36
-12
12
36
60
84
108
132
156

Max (°) Mean Frequency
-156
0.07601
-132
0.06486
-108
0.05899
-84
0.05864
-60
0.06177
-36
0.06357
-12
0.07282
12
0.07235
36
0.07091
60
0.06812
84
0.06415
108
0.06278
132
0.06083
156
0.06603
180
0.07819
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SD
0.01680
0.01039
0.00981
0.00889
0.00927
0.00837
0.00905
0.01116
0.01136
0.00995
0.01003
0.01179
0.01197
0.01299
0.01020

Appendix 3.B. Empirical step length frequency distribution used to draw
available steps as part of the step selection function analysis. Bin frequencies were
averaged across 18 white-tailed deer (WTDE, male = 5, female = 13), 8 male
mule deer (MUDE Male) and 12 female mule deer (MUDE Female). Movements
were obtained from 2-hour relocation data collected via GPS collars deployed
between 2006-2008 in east-central Alberta and west-central Saskatchewan.
Min
(m)
0
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
550
600
650
700
750
800
850
900
950
1000
1050
1100
1150
1200
1250
1300
1350
1400
1450
1500
1550
1600
1650
1700
1750

Max
(m)
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
550
600
650
700
750
800
850
900
950
1000
1050
1100
1150
1200
1250
1300
1350
1400
1450
1500
1550
1600
1650
1700
1750
1800

WTDE
Mean
SD
0.278068
0.141840
0.103826
0.074209
0.060002
0.049996
0.037517
0.031931
0.027268
0.024126
0.020374
0.018620
0.014610
0.011913
0.011564
0.009799
0.008346
0.007929
0.006883
0.006044
0.004910
0.005151
0.003759
0.004645
0.003502
0.003024
0.002976
0.002390
0.002607
0.002889
0.002036
0.001926
0.001148
0.001833
0.001643
0.001022

0.041331
0.026016
0.020329
0.017745
0.013742
0.010437
0.009519
0.005799
0.005177
0.006607
0.004805
0.005990
0.005687
0.004311
0.004643
0.003996
0.004073
0.004313
0.003990
0.003521
0.003898
0.003601
0.002231
0.003171
0.002773
0.002545
0.002903
0.002193
0.002749
0.004571
0.002204
0.001690
0.001468
0.001746
0.002570
0.001479

MUDE Male
Mean
SD
0.382295
0.116702
0.090281
0.063510
0.052204
0.040460
0.035696
0.026242
0.024475
0.017421
0.016391
0.014088
0.014737
0.013115
0.007799
0.009158
0.008157
0.008242
0.006176
0.006038
0.004721
0.005046
0.003606
0.002356
0.003420
0.002847
0.002009
0.001491
0.001730
0.001638
0.002175
0.001123
0.001701
0.001537
0.001072
0.001168
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0.075415
0.025864
0.015566
0.014476
0.011982
0.010622
0.011877
0.006826
0.005328
0.005480
0.004355
0.003338
0.006312
0.005408
0.004831
0.001856
0.003833
0.004057
0.003549
0.003915
0.002967
0.004533
0.002725
0.001772
0.002161
0.001840
0.001864
0.000877
0.001525
0.001257
0.002367
0.001471
0.001191
0.001894
0.000752
0.000814

MUDE Female
Mean
SD
0.338133
0.156958
0.097876
0.070176
0.055628
0.041163
0.033941
0.027237
0.025730
0.022816
0.018215
0.015348
0.012868
0.011087
0.009753
0.008617
0.006122
0.004680
0.004332
0.004641
0.002919
0.003240
0.003201
0.003416
0.001606
0.001925
0.001669
0.002083
0.001385
0.001301
0.001221
0.000773
0.000927
0.000654
0.000520
0.000620

0.052192
0.019729
0.015310
0.011019
0.012397
0.008445
0.008102
0.004082
0.005066
0.007627
0.006775
0.004909
0.004192
0.003866
0.003757
0.003357
0.002316
0.003332
0.003112
0.001976
0.001886
0.001963
0.001798
0.001878
0.001084
0.001510
0.001190
0.001611
0.001404
0.001472
0.001155
0.000822
0.000970
0.000655
0.000754
0.000723

Appendix 3.B. Continued
WTDE
Min Max
Mean
SD
(m)
(m)
1800 1850 0.001588 0.002394
1850 1900 0.000787 0.000977
1900 1950 0.000614 0.000868
1950 2000 0.000693 0.000939
2000 2050 0.000671 0.000907
2050 2100 0.000988 0.001321
2100 2150 0.000523 0.000944
2150 2200 0.000472 0.000678
2200 2250 0.000526 0.000749
2250 2300 0.000554 0.000835
2300 2350 0.000352 0.000596
2350 2400 0.000165 0.000311
2400 2450 0.000337 0.000547
2450 2500 0.000211 0.000391
2500 2550 0.000130 0.000291
2550 2600 0.000165 0.000316
2600 2650 0.000097 0.000412
2650 2700 0.000172 0.000368
2700 2750 0.000193 0.000416
2750 2800 0.000119 0.000252
2800 2850 0.000036 0.000104
2850 2900 0.000057 0.000178
2900 2950 0.000118 0.000248
2950 3000 0.000111 0.000230

MUDE Male
Mean
SD
0.000836
0.000649
0.001564
0.001499
0.000392
0.000277
0.000316
0.000236
0.000486
0.000347
0.000327
0.000039
0.000535
0.000117
0.000161
0.000346
0.000039
0.000465
0.000000
0.000000
0.000078
0.000255
0.000117
0.000091
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0.001170
0.000638
0.002629
0.002660
0.000429
0.000387
0.000439
0.000360
0.000915
0.000578
0.000383
0.000110
0.000687
0.000331
0.000240
0.000532
0.000110
0.000494
0.000000
0.000000
0.000220
0.000606
0.000232
0.000256

MUDE Female
Mean
SD
0.000895
0.000668
0.000530
0.000830
0.000669
0.000549
0.000332
0.000257
0.000429
0.000206
0.000206
0.000413
0.000183
0.000336
0.000221
0.000179
0.000000
0.000053
0.000118
0.000026
0.000000
0.000065
0.000000
0.000053

0.001139
0.000826
0.000702
0.000602
0.000898
0.000589
0.000719
0.000626
0.000585
0.000422
0.000379
0.000947
0.000472
0.000505
0.000454
0.000621
0.000000
0.000183
0.000277
0.000091
0.000000
0.000226
0.000000
0.000183

Appendix 4. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients
(bottom left) and associated P-values (top right) between
landscape covariates in the white-tailed deer step selection
function (WTDE-SSF) and mule deer SSF (MUDE-SSF).
Correlation was calculated using 3,564 observed steps for 18
white-tailed deer and 2,320 steps from 20 mule deer.
Covariate descriptions are provided in Table 2.1.
WTDE-SSF
Dcov
Dwater
Rugg300m

Dcov

MUDE-SSF
Dcov
Dwater
Rugg175m

Dcov

Dwater
<0.01
-0.09
-0.02

Rugg300m
0.33
<0.01

-0.34

Dwater
Rugg175m
0.58
<0.01
0.01
<0.01
-0.06
-0.38
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Appendix 5. Competing PIDM base models ranked by Akaike’s information
criterion (AIC) of the probability that a harvested deer is CWD+ based on only
deer characteristics and with no landscape covariates. Models were derived using
4957 mule and white-tailed deer (94 CWD+; 4863 CWD-) harvested between
2005 and 2010 in eastern-Alberta and western-Saskatchewan. Included are the
number of estimated parameters (k) and AIC weight (wi) for each model.
Covariate descriptions in Table 2.1.
PIDM Covariates
k AIC ∆AIC
1
Province, Harvest, Time, Species, Sex 7 839.7 0.0

wi
0.99

2

1 – Sex

6 849.7

10.0

<0.01

3

1 - Harvest

6 850.8

11.1

<0.01

4

1 - Time

6 852.3

12.5

<0.01

5

1 - Species

6 870.1

30.4

<0.01

6

1 - Province

6 893.5

53.7

<0.01
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Appendix 6. Descriptive metrics for five landscape covariates calculated for 4957
mule and white-tailed deer used to create the PIDM CWD risk model. The
covariates include distance to road (Droad), terrain ruggedness (Rugg12km), stream
density (Stream3km), proportion of agriculture (Agri12km) and landscape
connectivity measured as resistance (MResistance). Detailed covariate descriptions in
Table 2.1.
Metric
Mean
Minimum
1st quartile
Median
3rd quartile
Maximum

Droad
627.86
0.00
223.61
509.90
800.00
4669.05

Rugg12km
11.76
0.98
6.62
9.36
14.22
52.68
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Stream3km
1313.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
2258.11
12301.22

Agri12km
0.53
0.00
0.26
0.56
0.82
1.00

MResistance
182.28
0.57
1.05
1.32
1.82
466800.68

Appendix 7. GPS collars were tested for location accuracy and fix rate success
prior to deployment on captured deer. Collars were hung in a stationary position
at a height of 1 m for a period of 1 to 7 days. Nine collars were tested in eight
different locations in deciduous forest, shrubs or open grassland habitat. Of 1148
fix attempts during the trail 1142 were successful, equating to a 99.4% fix success
rate. The average location error for successful fixes was 7.5 ± 8.4 m (SD).
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Appendix 8. Details of the GPS location data used to calculate the RSPF for each season (summer, winter and
hunting). Including the number of deer collared (No.deer) and the total, mean, standard deviation (SD), median,
minimum and maximum number of locations across all deer.

Metrics
No.deer
Total
Mean
SD
Median
Minimum
Maximum

Mule deer
All Year
22
76463
3476
845
3074
2072
5102

Summer
22
45161
2053
553
1908
1217
2903

Winter
22
31302
1423
343
1354
855
2216

Hunting
22
22865
1039
290
869
637
1484
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White-tailed deer
All Year
Summer
24
24
78515
46497
3271
1937
951
609
3046
1831
1848
1084
5057
2878

Winter
24
32018
1334
378
1341
752
2207

Hunting
24
23296
971
303
865
525
1477

Appendix 9. The available locations, used to create resource selection probability
functions, for mule deer (A) and white-tailed deer (B) drawn randomly from
within a minimum convex polygon (MCP) encompassing their used locations
recorded with GPS collars.
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Appendix 10. Proportion of locations from an independent set of VHF and GPScollared female deer (n = 186) within ten ranked quantile bins of seasonal RSPF
values for A) the whole year, B) summer and C) the hunting season. The dottedline represents the expected proportion of locations (0.10) if selection is random.
These results were used to classify unattractive, secondary habitat and primary
habitat.
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Appendix 11. Mean and standard deviation (SD) of habitat covariates used to
standardize the covariates in the RSPF analysis. These standardizing metrics were
calculated based on locations of GPS collared female mule (n = 22) and whitetailed deer (n = 24) collected throughout the year for a total of 18700 and 20400
locations among mule and white-tailed deer respectively.
Species
White-tailed deer

Covariate
Cover120m
Edge1km
Agri5km
Rugg500m
Stream1km
Road1km

Mule deer

Cover1km
Grass500m
Rugged500m
Stream1km
Road500m
Well1km
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Mean
0.50
4.95
0.47
5.75
0.45
0.69

SD
0.38
1.80
0.20
5.22
0.73
0.65

0.40
0.18
7.28
0.73
0.71
1.58

0.23
0.18
6.85
1.01
0.88
3.27

Appendix 12. The mean and standard deviation (SD) of vegetation biomass
(g/m2) within land cover types in east-central Alberta. Vegetation biomass
was measured using clip plots corrected for the amount of visually estimated
senescent vegetation in multiple 25-m and 50-m transects (n).
Forbs
Cover
Type
Cropland
Forest
Shrubland
Grassland
Wetland

Mean
86.2
9.4
15.6
19.2
20.7

Grasses

Shrubs

SD Mean SD
Mean SD
81.1 94.7 91.5
2.6
9.9
7.7 55.3 46.9 27.5 27.7
12.8 44.4 32.4 53.8 84.0
17.6 42.3 29.3
0.4 25.9
39.1 117.7 105.3 54.7 101.8
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Total
Mean SD
183.5 108.4
92.2 51.3
113.8 86.1
61.9 50.8
193.0 129.9

n
15
23
52
35
44

Appendix 13. Coefficients for models relating basal diameter to biomass of twig current annual growth
and leaves for various species of shrubs that occur in the Border Deer Study area. Models were either
power (P) or linear (L) functions of the form y = axb or y = ax – b, respectively, where y is biomass (g)
and x is basal diameter (mm).
Leaves
Twig CAG
2
Species
model
a
b
n
r
model
a
b
n
r2
Rosa spp.
P
0.1428 1.5637 30 0.35
P
0.0251 2.1116 30 0.51
Elaeagnus spp.
L
0.8319 4.4846 12 0.63
L
0.7272 4.0386 12 0.72
Prunus spp.
P
0.2255 1.3107 29 0.19
P
0.0616 1.5809 29 0.19
Ribes spp.
P
0.0008 3.4979 6 0.80
L
0.1189 0.2583 6
0.09
Symphoricarpos
P
0.0883 1.8017 14 0.37
P
0.0080 2.6000 14 0.40
albus
Amelanchier alnifolia
L
0.5702 1.3659 30 0.44
P
0.6827 0.5672 30 0.07
Salix spp.
P
0.0504 2.0397 30 0.71
P
0.0020 2.8740 30 0.66
Populus tremuloides
P
0.0775 1.6836 29 0.59
P
0.0014 2.8546 29 0.77
Rubus spp.
P
0.4987 1.1490 7 0.75
L
0.1313 0.2898 7
0.58
Cornus spp.
P
0.0015 3.5359 8 0.83
P
0.0001 4.2869 8
0.75
Crataegus spp.
P
0.0103 2.9773 5 0.35
L
2.0583 9.8935 5
0.40
Acer negundo
Spirea
Unknown
-
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Appendix 14. The null and the top ranked RSPF models for mule and white-tailed deer in east-central Alberta based on
GPS collar locations collected throughout the year. Presented are number of model parameters (k), Bayesian
information criterion difference (∆BIC), and BIC weight (wi). Covariate descriptions are provided in Table 3.1.
Species
Covariates
k
∆BIC
wi
Mule Deer
Cover1km, Grass500m, Rugg500m, Pond, Stream1km, Road500m, Well1km
9
0
0.99
Cover1km, Grass500m, Rugg500m, Pond, Stream240m, Road500m, Well1km
9
229
<0.01
Cover1km, Grass1km, Rugg500m, Pond, Stream1km, Road500m, Well1km
9
383
<0.01
Cover1km, Grass500m, Rugg500m, Pond, Stream500m, Road500m, Well1km
9
426
<0.01
White-tailed
Deer

Cover120m, Edge1km, Agri5km, Agri5km2, Rugg500m, Pond, Stream1km,
__Road1km, Rugg500m x River
Cover120m, Edge1km, Agri5km, Agri5km2, Rugg500m, Pond, Stream240m,
__Road1km, Rugg500m x River
Cover120m, Edge120m, Agri5km, Agri5km2, Rugg500m, Pond, Stream120m,
__Road1km, Rugg500m x River
Cover120m, Edge1km, Agri5km, Agri5km2, Rugg500m, Pond, Stream1km,
__Road1km, Rugg500m x River
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11

0

0.99

11

95

<0.01

11

109

<0.01

11

123

<0.01

Appendix 15. Coefficients (β) of the
RSPFs for mule deer (MUDE) and
white-tailed deer (WTDE) in winter and
their respective standard errors (SE).
Covariate descriptions provided in Table
3.1.
Species
MUDE

WTDE

Covariates
Intercept

β
-1.87

SE
0.04

Cover1km

1.05

0.01

Grass500m

0.62

0.01

Rugged500m

0.90

0.02

Water

-1.62

0.21

Stream1km

0.52

0.02

Road500m

-0.29

0.01

Well1km

0.03

0.01

Intercept

-4.67

3.04

Cover120m

0.70

0.05

Edge1km

0.33

0.03

Agri5km

11.84

1.09

Agri5km2

-11.38 1.18

Rugged500m

-0.29

0.03

Stream1km

0.10

0.04

Water

-1.72

0.13

Road1km

-0.30

0.03

Rugged500m * River

0.53

0.08
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Appendix 16. Linear models fitted between the predicted values of habitat use based on seasonal RSPFs and observed
use based on an independent data set of VHF and GPS collared female deer for white-tailed deer (A-D) and mule deer
(E-H) during the whole year (A, E), summer (B, F), winter (C, G) and hunting season (D,H)
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Appendix 17. Number of fetuses per mule and white-tailed deer harvested during
the CWD herd reduction program in 2005 in wildlife management unit 234 in
east-central Alberta.
White-tailed deer
Mule deer
Adult
Fawn
Adult
Fawn
No. foetus Count
%
Count
%
Count
%
Count
%
1
34
16.0
12
70.6
3
13.6
0 0.0
2
157
73.7
5
29.4
19
86.4
0 0.0
3
20
9.4
0
0.0
0
0.0
0 0.0
4
1
0.5
0
0.0
0
0.0
0 0.0
5
1
0.5
0
0.0
0
0.0
0 0.0
Total
213 100.0
17 100.0
22 100.0
0 0.0
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Appendix 18. Spline fitted to a correlogram and associated 95% confidence
intervals (C.I.) measuring the degree of spatial autocorrelation in residuals of
mule deer (A) and white-tailed deer (B) pregnancy models.
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Appendix 19. Relationship between seasonal RSPF values (summer, hunting
season and all year) and predicted values of fitness for pregnancy and mortality
risk from hunting and non-hunting based on values for 1000 random locations
across the study area in east-central Alberta for to either mule or white-tailed deer.
A linear and loess-smoothed line are fitted to the plotted values to help visualize
any trends.
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Appendix 20. Winter mule deer and white-tailed deer density metrics (mean,
standard deviation and median) calculated at three cell sizes based on aerial
population survey from 2007 – 2009. Also reported are the P-values (P) for nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test assessing whether densities are higher in for one
species.
MannCell Size
Species
n
Mean
SD Median
Whitney
25.3 km2

50.6 km2

101.2 km2

White-tailed deer
Mule deer

187
187

1.41
1.16

2.07
1.92

0.46
0.23

P = 0.094

White-tailed deer
Mule deer

103
103

1.35
1.25

1.63
1.75

0.71
0.54

P = 0.326

White-tailed deer
Mule deer

53
53

1.42
1.15

1.52
1.60

1.07
0.42

P = 0.170
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Appendix 21. Top ranked Poisson model of deer density at a 50.6 km2 and 101.2
km2 scale as a function of proportion of primary and secondary source habitat for
increasing the likelihood of pregnancy, reducing the risk of hunting and nonhunting mortality, or the mean winter RSPF for mule deer (MUDE) and whitetailed deer (WTDE). All models, including the null model, possess covariates for
the number of deer harvested during the herd reduction program and a random
effect of grid cell over time. Presented are number of model parameters (k),
Akaike’s information criterion corrected for small sample size (AICc), AIC
difference (∆AICc), AICc weight (wi).
Species
MUDE

Cell Size
50.6 km2

101.2 km2

WTDE

Covariates
Hunting source
Non-hunting
source
Pregnancy source
Null model
Hunting source
Non-hunting
source

50.6 km2

Null model
Pregnancy source
Non-hunting
source

101.2 km2

Hunting source
Null model
Non-hunting
source
Hunting source
Null model
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k
4

AICc
247.3

∆AICc
0.0

wi
0.92

4
4
4
3
4

252.2
259.7
273.2
276.0
114.6

4.9
12.4
25.9
28.7
0.0

0.08
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.75

4
4
3
4

117.2
120.8
129.7
130.5

2.5
6.2
15.1
15.9

0.21
0.04
<0.01
<0.01

4
4
4
3

229.8
256.4
257.5
276.7

0.0
26.6
27.7
46.9

0.99
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01

4
4
4
3

110.6
121.7
124.8
133.6

0.0
11.1
14.2
23.0

0.99
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01

Appendix 22. Coefficients (β) of the Poisson models for mule deer (MUDE) and white-tailed deer (WTDE) for deer
densities at different scales (25.3, 50.6 and 101.2 km2) and their respective standard errors (SE) and P-values (P).
Covariate Number culled is per 1000 deer.
25.3 km2
Species

Covariates

Β

SE

Mule deer

Intercept

-1.64

0.21

Hunting source

2.94

Number culled
White-tailed
deer

50.6 km2

101.2 km2

Β

SE

<0.01

-0.96

0.22

<0.01

-1.28

0.34

<0.01

0.38

<0.01

2.45

0.43

<0.01

2.93

0.66

<0.01

-14.53

5.43

<0.01

-10.68

4.48

0.02

-5.29

3.64

0.15

Intercept
Non-hunting
source

-1.22

0.17

<0.01

-1.12

0.22

<0.01

-0.79

0.25

<0.01

3.55

0.43

<0.01

4.06

0.58

<0.01

3.59

0.70

<0.01

Number culled

-0.05

1.22

0.97

-0.26

1.00

0.80

-0.37

0.83

0.65

P
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P

Β

SE

P

Appendix 23. Top ranked multiple and single covariate Poisson models of deer
density at a 25.3 km2, 50.6 km2 and 101.2 km2 scale as a function of proportion of
primary and secondary source habitat for increasing the likelihood of pregnancy,
reducing the risk of hunting and non-hunting mortality, or the mean winter RSPF
for mule deer (MUDE) and white-tailed deer (WTDE). All models, including the
null model, possess covariates for the number of deer harvested during the herd
reduction program and a random effect of grid cell over time. Presented are
number of model parameters (k), Akaike’s information criterion corrected for
small sample size (AICc), AIC difference (∆AICc), AICc weight (wi).
Species Cell Size
Covariates
k ∆AICc wi
2
MUDE
25.3 km Hunting source
4
0.0
0.60
Hunting source, Pregnancy source
5
1.3
0.31
Non-hunting source
4
4.8
0.06
Non-hunting source, Pregnancy
source
5
6.8
0.02
4
20.0 <0.01
Pregnancy source
4
54.2 <0.01
Null Model
3
55.8 <0.01
50.6 km2 Hunting source
Hunting source, Pregnancy source
Non-hunting source
Non-hunting source, Pregnancy
source
Pregnancy source
Null Model
101.2 km2 Hunting source
Hunting source, Pregnancy source
Non-hunting source
Non-hunting source, Pregnancy
source
Null Model
Pregnancy source
WTDE

25.3 km2 Non-hunting source
Non-hunting source, Hunting
source
Hunting source
Null Model
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4
5
4

0.0
1.9
4.9

0.65
0.25
0.06

5
4
4
3

5.7
12.5
25.9
28.8

0.03
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01

4
5
4

0.0
2.2
2.5

0.57
0.19
0.16

5
4
3
4

4.8
6.1
15.1
15.9

0.05
0.02
<0.01
<0.01

4

0.0

0.55

5
4
4
3

0.4
30.1
40.2
65.9

0.44
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01

Appendix 23. Continued
Species Cell Size
Covariates
2
WTDE
50.6 km Non-hunting source
Non-hunting source, Hunting
source
Hunting source
Null Model
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k

∆AICc wi
4
0.0
0.64
5
4
4
3

1.1
26.6
27.7
46.9

0.35
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01

Appendix 24. Relating road density to terrain ruggedness (standard deviation in
elevation) for 1000 random locations within the study area. Both variables are
calculated within a circular buffer equivalent in size to a mean female home range
size (1200 m radius) for both mule and white-tailed deer.
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